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INTRODUCTION
In the following pages, it is ray purpose to present the
problem — Coleridge’s need for friends. Various coraiAentarles
frequently emphasize this need of friends upon the part of the
author of the famous ”Ancient Mariner , Chris tobel , and Kubla
Khan , and other artistic poetic compositions.
It is ray purpose to write of the 7/ays in which contempor-
aries so assisted the unusitsil mind yet sensitive nature of
Samuel Taylor Coleridge*
Coleridge needed friends, especially because he lacked the
ability of comprehending life frcen a practical view. As Hugh
Fausset writes;
”It v/as this physical basis he lacked. There
was a gaping fissure in his nature between
the physical and the spiritual, and so between
himself and the natural world.
Coleridgq himself, wrote In his darkest days of despair:
*’01d friends bum dim. • • •
.....like lamps in noisome air.
Love them for what they are| nor love them less.
Because to thoe they are not what they were .
"
His genius so over-powered his other qualities that his
life was incomplete In itself. It required the additional
persons to see life as a practical procedure for him. This
p€u:*t was done by friends.
1. Samuel Taylor Coleridge by H. P. Fausset, p. 348
/'
/

In the following; thesis I have drav/y\ my conclusions from
available sources, and owe a great deal of gratitude to
Professor George 3neath for his aid and suggestions,
particularly in reference to the Interpretation of Coleridge’s
poetry*
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THE BEGINNING
The home into which Samuel Taylor Coleridge arrived in tho
month of October V112 was not typical of the average home of an
English lad in the latter part of the eighteenth century. The
father. Reverend John Coleridge, was an impractical scholarly
man, the village vicar. His duties consisted of being the '
parish priest and chaplain, and the master of the Free Grammar
School, founded in the iixL.^enth century by Henry VIII, He had
studied at, but not grsdiiated from Sussex College, where he had
married Mary Lendon. By this first marriage, he had h?=td three
children. His first wife had died, and In 1760, he married
Anne Bowdon, by' whom he hao ten sons and one daughter, the
last son was Samuel Taylor Coleridge,
His impracticability v/as extreme, for he had no mind for
worldly goings-on. Instead he lived for his books, and his
mind dwelled in the favorite haunts of Virgil and Homer. His
famous son says of him;
"In learning, good heartedness, absentness of mind,
and excessive ignorance of this world, he was a per-
fect ‘parson Adams*.
In appearance, he was tall, slim, gaunt, anr carelessly dressed.
In contrast, Mrs, Coleridge was an extremely practical
woman. She y/as neat in appearance, orderly and efficient in
household duties, and had a deep interest in the material
1. Biog. Lit, 1B47 - Letter to Poole, Sunday, March 1797,

Iaffairs of her family. She had little education and no desire fcjjr
or comprehension of understanding book lore.
In spite of the fact that the two were of opposite characto:if,
they lived comparatively harmoniously together, for f^r. Coler-
idge was easy going in disposition and had neither the genius
nor the temperment which are so dominant in the character of
Samuel Taylor Coleridge,
To be one of eleven children in a small country vicarage
invites complications. This situation involves understanding
leadership on the part of the parents, together ith the ability
or each of the eleven children to modulate their needs and de-
sires. The average baby, in his natural growth, develops
a few peculiarities, but In the long run, these peculiarities
are modified enough to enable the youngster to develop normally
in Ills atmosphere. Frequently however, there is a child who is
individual to the point that his home onvironment, regardless
how well organized, has little effect in acclimating him to
the necessity for stability. The home conditions of Samuel
were not ideal financially. TTie family economic security was
precarious, and their social position was rural. These facts
were detrimental in developing a stable character in the
youngest son, who lacking in financial backing, congenial home
life, and economic security, became very unstable. This in-
stability coupled with his superior mind, did not load to 'give
and take' friendships.
Mr* Coleridge had very little parental ambition, asplratiori

3or interest# therefore tdils phase of the children* s lives was
left to Mrs. Coleridge. She was interested in the practical
side of the welfare of her family. As a result most of the
boys went into a trade. James oxtered the amy and married
ox^ of the co-heiresses of Robert Duke of Otterton# Esquire.
William went to Pembroke College# Oxford# and afterwards tau^t
at Mr. Newcomb* 8 School at Hackney. After his death George
succeeded him at Mr. Newcomb* s School. Edward and George took
orders# Luke Herman became a surgeon. Francis Synderoombe was
a lieutenant H. E. I. C. S*. The other children did not live
to reach the age of going into a trade or a profession.
These five boys did very well by obtaining and maintaining
positions enabling them to live according to middle class
standards. Samuel lacked this ability, for he could not apply
himself regularly# long enou^ to earn a regular income.
In their childhood# the other children in the family were
welcome emong the boys as equals and they had quite a few
friends. Samuel, however was interested only in books and
Imaginative dreams. He was unable to meet the boys on their
level# for his intensive readings and natural precociousnoss
made him far above them. They looked upon him with mingled
emotions. They admired his advanced reading knowledge# they
were fascinated by his mature and Interesting manner of story
telling# but they envied his superior ability.
Ihere were many other influences which would tend to cause
Samuel *8 character to be unstable. We understand that in the
I
i/ji/ piji /^1 b .\o <’ ’ ri* , ,{ ^ fitt no
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family circle he was the favorite of his father and mother. He
writes i
"My father was very fond of ms, and I was my mother’s
darling.
"
But the favoritism shovn for him by his parents made the other
children in the fsanily resentful. In the household# there was
hired a nurse# familiarly called ’Molly*. Her favorite was i
Francis. She tried to place him in parental and family favor.
{
r
!
He and Samuel did not get along very well as play-fellows# in
j
spite of the fact that they were nearest the same age. Samuel
j
I
usually suffered most because Francis had a violent love for
j
beating him. On one occasion# after the tv.o had quarrelled
|
Samuel ran for five miles# tripped and fell over a cliff. He !
was not fcwnd until five hours later. In his maturer life# he
felt that the exposure to the damp foggy weather v;as the Initial
cause of his rheumatic fever.
Samuel read many books of adventurous tales. His favorites
I
were Jack and the Giant Killer # Robinson Crusoe # Belisarius
#
|
and ths Tales of the Arabian Knight 3 . Ho tells about his
j
i
Interests in books:
I
'*I became fretful and timorous# and a tell-tale; and i
the schoolboys drove me from play and v;ere always
j
tormenting me. And hence I took no^ pleasure in boy- '
Ish sports# but read incessantly." |i
He writes of the effects of these readings# his re-
enacting the stories# the rapid realistic play of his Imagina-
|
I
f
i
1. Blog. Supplement to Biog. Lit. 1847 11 315 et seq. 1
Letters written to Poole 1797
I
tlon> and continues!
father found out the effect vdilch these books
had produced^ and burned them# lio I became a
dreamer and acquired an indisposition to all bodily
activity# I was fretful and Inordinately passionate;
*.#displsed and hated by the boys# . -flattered and
wondered at by all the old women# and before I v;as
eight years old I was a character -
”
Day dreams are natural for little boys# but normally there
are many outside detractions that cause these day dreams to be
far fewer than they v/ere with Coleridge# Samuel# however, had
none of these detractions# for he was not interested in bodily
activity and he had not established a basis for friendship in
the people of his ov.'n age# During his formative years# his only
friends wore books. His intellect and imagination ’ ere so
higiily developed that books and reveries vere the only reality
to him# and he could not find solace in hianan companionship,
There are four persons however# wltJi whom he associated
during his free Grar?iraar School training and the fev/ weeks spent
in London in preparation for entering Christ* s Hospital, The'
first two were his mother and father# but their attitude toward
hh/i was a fond adoration,. The tliird person vms his brother
George# whcM ha considered ’’the best friend I ever
The fourth was his uncle John Bowdon# infectious hut judicious#
with whom he spent a few weeks in London# in preparation for
matriculation at Christ* s Hospltel#
1# Letters written to Poole, 1797,
I
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While they were growing up together, George seemed to
have the ability of understanding Samuel *8 moods of despond-
ency. George enjoyed hearing his brother tell about the
I
stories he heui read, and he was attentive and thrilled when
Samuel would elaborate and expand these stories with his
natural capacity fbr Imagination, observation, and Imagery.
Samuel became a diminutive Joseph and the patient George was
a tolerant Rheuben.^* Later, when Samuel was at Christ’s
Hospital, George was master of a Haclcney school from where,
especially during the early days, he gave Sazauel many kind-
nesses. We even hear of Samuel writing to his brother to ask
for a now pair of breeches which he thought would add to his
appearance. Incidently, this request was made while he was
attentive to Mary Evans. In later life Samuel addressed the
following poem to his brother who had returned to Devonshire
to fill his retired father’s place. The poem is not quoted in
full, but I have att«apted to include the lines which elucidate
his remark which is within the poem, ’0 my earliest friend i ’
To the Reverend George Coleridge of Ottery St. Mary
Devonshire
"When I remember thee, my earliest friendi
Thee who didst watch my boyhood and my youth;
Didst trace my wanderings with a father’s eyel
And boding evil yet still hoping good.
Rebuked each fault, and over all my woes
1. Fausset, Samuel Taylor Coleridge
, p. 15
2. Letter to Reverend George Coleridge tindated from Christ’s
Hospital before 1790
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sorrowed in silence! He who counfcs alone
The beatini^s of thy solitary heart.
That Being knows how I loved thee ever.
Loved as a brother, as a son revered thee!
Oh! *tis to me an ever new delight.
To talk of thee and thine* • • • '*
”Nor dost not thou sometimes recall those hours,
\vhen v;ith the joy of hope thou gavest thine ear
To my wild firstlings lays. Since then my song
Hath sounded deeper notes**
Hether-Stowey, Som-?rset
May 26, 1797,
Mr* Bowdon was proud of his nephew* s precocity and took
Samuel to all of the places where he could display the boy's
manly reasonings and conversational ability. They went about to
the coffee houses and taverns where little Sa^iuel drank and
!•
talked "as if I had been a man. '*
In the first nine years of Saimxel*s life we find only one
real friend, namely George. However he had many admirers and
spellbound listeners, and these became more numerous later in
his life.
1 • ^®_tter to Thomas Poole, Febiuary 19, 1798.
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ASSOCIATES AT CHRIST'S HOSPITAL
On July 18# 1782# Coleridge entered Christ's Hospital to
prepare for the ministry# This plan was soon dropped# because
he did not feel ho desired or was able to follow the funda-
|
mental Ideas of the Anglican Church# The first fevj months
there were characterized by his lonllness and his pathetic
appearance. He was there as a charity boy. As an individual
he was very unusual# for he wore a long black gown# his black
hair was half curling# and 'worn in a rou^ manner# His
facial features were somewhat exotic# consisting of large grey
eyes# a dominant nose# and wide# full, anlmal-llke lips# He
spent his time alone in the cloisters# delving Into philosophy
and metaphysics# On leave days he stood wistfully watching the
boys go off on their vacations with their families and friends# !
I
then he would go out to look through the shop windows or vjalk
into book stores here on one occasion he met a book seller who
gave him the privilege of taking two volumes a day to read#
This lonliness did not last long# for soon the people at
Christ's Hospital became interested in him# His 'natural
gladness' and extraordinary ability to converse# along with his
understanding nature# made him very appealing#
The Reverend James Boyer# head master# recognized
Coleridge's superior mental aptitude# and personally took an
especial interest in him# Although Boyer was a task master#
and a flm believer In flogging# he admired the boy's capacity
|
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for leamlng. Ke intx'oduced him to Plato from v^hom Coleridge
I
learned that the first quality of a poet was essential mad-
ness* The practical Boyer explained that sanity was also
necessary for poetic appeal for, along with his interest in
classicism, he did not neglect English literature. On the
I
I
reading list were the works of Shakespeare, Milton, and
Spenser. Boyer stressed the value of choosing the most fit-
I
‘ ting word, and putting that woi*d in its proper place. He
encouraged the boys to compare tiie authors whose works they
I
had read. He inssisted that even the wildest odes had logic
i
I
of their own, and logic was necessary to poetry. Even though
I
the head master was famous for deriding originality, he was
excellent in enforcing rules of taste, and simplicity of
expression. Coleridge in later life gave thanks many times for
j
Boyer's discipline, introduction to Plato, and his intellectual
encoura^^ement.
Boyer saved Coleridge's literary career several times when
the young man attempted escapes of various types. At one time,
Coleridge became interested in a nearby cobbler whcwn he had met
during his leave days. For some reason, the art of shoemaking
Intrigued him, so he encouraged the cobbler to go to the head
master to ask for Coleridge as an apprentice. Miw Boyer re-
garded the interview as an Insult to the intelligence of his
favorite pupil. i\e know that the Interview must have been
brief, for the cobbler left amid unsavory terms suffering with
physical bruises. Another time Coleridge left his study

of metaphysics to accompany his brother Ltike^ a surgeon on
medical visits* After a reasonable period# Boyer intervened
again# and tlie young man returned to his school-books*
Coleridge was admitted to the membership of the select Greek
society whereby Boyer could keep In closer contact with his
philosophical and social ideas*
Mr* Boyer was a stern dlselpllnar*y advisor# yet one to
whom Coleridge gave a great deal of credit for his first Intel-
lectual and poetic preparation.
Thomas Middleton# although only two years Coleridge *s
senior# was regarded as his * encourager* * He thought of
Middleton as an older boy who had preceded him at Christ’s
HosiJital and 'who v^ras tv/o years ahead of him at Jesus College#
Cambridge, and he had considerable admiration for him*
Middleton wrote frequently to him# came over to see him# and
acted as a steadying influence* When Middleton left Cambridge
and Coleridge was av;ay fr<»n this influence# his instability in
character became most pronounced*
In 1789# on his seventeenth birthday# Middleton gave him
a volume of Reverend William Lisle Bowie’s sonnets. This gift
was of immense importance# for the author’s sincere sentimen-
tality appealed so greatly to Coleridge that he decided to
dedicate himself to poetry* From this time on poetry was very
dear to him, and he was eternally grateXhl to Bowles# and to
Middleton who had introduced the author to him.
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"Coleridge derived two important benefits from his
acquaintance vdth the sonnets duriiig his fomative
years: (1) they drew him from metaphysics and
theological controversy back to poetry, and (2)
they drove him, by their difference from tiae verso
then prevalent, to familiarize himself with the
principles and the practice of the Greek and the
elder English poets, and thus to lay solid founda-
tions for his own literary taste#
"
11
Occurring about the same time as his introduction to amiable
poetry, came an introduction to an amiable family, the Evans
family# Mrs# Evans was a widow, kind and hospitable# She had
three daughters and one son. The latter attended Christ *s
Hospital, and it was throu^ him that Coleridge met the family
who were so kind to him# He writes to Mrs# Evens:
"Believe me that you and my sister have the very first
row in the front box of my heart’s little theatre -
and - God knows 1 you are not crowded i
"
In her household
"Coleridge met vdth the kindness and ^fection to
which he always naively responded#"
She was an understanding woman and regarded him as she would
her own son# He was a frequent visitor to her house, and among
4#her children, he was familiarly known as ’brother Coley’#
Her dau^ters, Mary and Anne, were attracted to tie young man
always in a sisterly way# This affection was reciprocated by
Coleridge, until later when he considered he v/as in love with
Mary# However, at this time, he was only seventeen and eighteen
years of ago# Mary’s company was especially dell^tful to him
1# "a Wiltshire Parson and his friends" ed. by Garland Greecer
2# Letter to Mrs# Evans February 13, 1792
3# Paussot, "Samuel Taylor Coleridge" — p# 37
4# Letter to Anne Evans February 19, 1792
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because she was undorstandixi^* She was captivated by his vast i
knowledge and eloquent manner, but from her point, a marriage
was impossible, for Coleridge vms naturally too unstable#
Among his school-fellows, he was at first regarded as a
pathetic figure, and the object of much ridicule# But as time
went on, they took a special interest in and admiration for
his thrilling manner of telling stoilos# They soon came to
have great respect for his intellect and later they loved his
good natiiro# IThe first to recognise him, more in pity, yot
some in admiration, was Charles Lamb# Lamb had noticed his
forlorn appearance and speaks of him as the ‘poor friendless
!•
boy* who seemed to have no place to go on holidays; so he
asked Coleridge home with him* This friendship formed at
Chilst»3 Hospital lasted throughout their lives#
I
By the time he was well establishod at Christ *s Hospital,
Coleridge liad a large circle of friends and boyhood admirers.
One of them was Robert Allen who would go to the milllnei»y shop
j
with Coleridge on Sxinday afternoons to escort the Evans girls
home. It was this same Allen to v/hom Coleridge and John Hucks
started out to visit on that memorable tcur to Wales# Allen
introduced Coleridge to another friend, Stoddart at Christ *s
j
Hospital, and introduced Coleridge and Rucks to Southey# He
j
i
writes of his friend Alleni
i
1# Lamb*s Essays, Recollections of Christ’s Hospital (181;5)
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"My dear friend Allen has resources against most
misfortunes in the natural gaiety of his temper#
whereas my hypochondrias gloomy spirit amid
blesslnt^^s too frequently warbles out the hoarse
greetings of discontent*
"
The relationship between Coleridge and most of his school
fellows was that of a brilliant# fascinating, eloquent boy-
teacher holding a group of boys his o\m age, spell-bound*
Other members of the circle were the sanguine and nimble witted
Charles le Orice; Pavell, who later died on the plains of
Salamanca; Meyer, wlio later became a portrait painter and en-
graver; Home, vho was to become a voluminous writer, and who
probably owed much of his interest to Coleridge’s early encour-
agement*
Mr* Fausset, one of the most vital and interpretative
biographers of Coleridge writes
8
"•**in the stimulation of these school-friendships,
he grev; buoyant, enthusiastic and even jocose*"
One of Coleridge’s outstanding capabilities was the abil-
ity to make and retain friendships, in spite of his careless
and usually neglectful manner of dealing with them* His asso-
ciates were always eager to forgive him, and a letter or per-
sonal call from him was to them as a trip to a strange land
where the unreal and the real, the metaphysical and the con-
crete were blended into a strange, beautiful, fantastic imago,
throug^i his conversation*
1* Letter to Mrs* E* February 5, 1793
i^* Fausset# "Samuel Taylor Coleridge" - p* 39
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It Is Intorosting to follow his associates throuchout his
life# and to obsoive how many names reoccur time and time again^
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ASSOCIATES DURING THE EARLY DAYS AT CAMBRIDGE
Coleridge entered Jesus College, Cambridge In 1791 • He
has written a poem Absence and a sonnet ^ (,^lttlnj^ School for
CambridF^O j but In these poems he has made no reference to
* good-byes* to his friends at Christ »s Hospital.
At Cambridge he continued his friendship with the Evans
family, chiefly by letter, writing frequently to Mary and
Mrs. Evans and enclosljag for them several of the poems he had
composed. His letters to Anne are spontaneous, filled with
storiea and jokes he thou^t she would like to hear. He was
always interested in her letters because of their humor, gaiety,
and spontaneity. In 1791, Mary became more dear to him, for
about this time his slater Ann dled.^* The loss of his own
sister and the understanding nature of Mary had their effect In
a growing love which came to a close vjhen he wrote a letter
asking her if the report of her engagement to someone else was
true. Her reply was evidently not conducive to a love relation-
ship with Coleridge, so he had to be content v/lth the memory of
her sisterly love.
There is little said about his friends during the early
part of his college career, but In all references one reads of
the continued large gathering In his rooms. He became in-
tensely Interested In liberal politics and he sympathized vdlh
1. Idea drawn from ^’Absence" written 1791
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Burke's liberal views. He was a leader in the defense of
William Prend# tiled for liberal views in politics and
Unltarianism in religion*
In a letter to the Evanses* particularly to Anne* he
writes of some of his social activities* which consisted of
several wine parties; but the very fact that Coleridge could
remember some of the details even at the end of the party diould
prove that at this time he was not over-indulging,
Thomas Middleton was at Pembroke and his steady l3ag influ-
ence was notable upon Coleridge's scholastic career during his
first year* He encouraged him to study and to compete for
prizes* Coleridge won the Brovn medal for a Sapphic Ode on the
Slave Trade* He was selected* that same year* as one of four
to compete for the Craven Scholarship*^* He writes at this thae
that he is (^ad for Butler because he knows the pecuniary value
of the award will help him a great deal* Although he did not
win* the fact that he was one of four to compete was a hi^
honor*
Middleton left Pembroke in 1792 and the break with Mary
Evans occurred about the same time* These two people who were
interested in Coleridge's productive work were now not as close
as before* so with these influences more remote* Coleridge
became less studious* less stable* and therefore less produc-
tive*
I
1* Craven Scholarship was won by Samuel Butler* a writer of no
===-- moan rank himself* - -

He turned more to conversational diversion, attended more j
social gatherinss with ths hoys at Cambridge, and began to
j
gamble* But at gambling ho evidently was not very successful, |:
ij
for by 179.3 debts had piled up considerably* He Joined the
jj
|j
Knlg*s 15th Regiment of Li^Jit Dragoons leaving Cambildge for Ij
ij
the army* His associates among the amy men were those for
j|
ji
horn Coleridge could write love letters, those who vould listen ji
to his superior political, social, and philosophical discourse,
|
and those v/ho would in turn do the menial tasks required of
j
every soldier* He was incompetent as a soldier, imsteady as a
j
ij
rider, inefficient as a sadler, and unable to follow the rigid ij
discipline of the army* His brother George came to the rescue,
for through him a dlsdiarge was procured on April 10, 1794*
Coleridge lost little time in retiirning to Cambridge, for
j
on April 12 1 1794, he was reinstated with a minimum of punish- !|
!l
ment* In June, John Huoks,who was still his friend, and
j
Coleridge decided to take a trip to Oxford co see Allen* This
j
tour was important because the cutcccie determined many new
j
associates by means of an idealistic plan imdoubtedly titled
j
by Coleridge as the antisocracy* ”
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PANTISOCRATIC COLLEAGUES
It is evident that Coleridge had mad© many friends at
Jesus College, Cambridge, for when he returned from his army
escapade, he was given very mild punishment by the head master,
1 .
Dr. Pearce. The fellows there also sympathized with him for
Coleridge writes
:
**all the fellows tried to persuade the master to
greater leniency, but in vain. ” 2.
He goes on to say that even ho considered the punishment light
and worthwhile.
Ho writes of dropping all connections with his fomer
|
acquaintances except Mr. Caldwell who had always treated him
|
with fraternal affection in spite of his misdemeanors.
t
Samuel was not able to continue the work at Cambridge
for various reasons. When John Hucks suggested that they take
a walking trip throu^ Wales, Coleridge was only too glad to
abandon Cambridge. As plans materialized, the two ycung men
decided to visit Allen# Coleridge at this time was feeling
discouraged about his army failure, and the pleasure of seeing
ths jovial spirited Allen was consoling. The visit, starting
in the middle of June, was prolonged three weeks, for at
Balliol, Allen had some college friends to whom he intzoduced
Hucks and Coleridge. The first of these was Robert Scxithey who
1* Pimlshment consisted of a month's confinement to the precinct)
of the College, and to translate the works of Demetrius
Phalarfeus into English - letter from 3. T. C. to Geo. C.
-2*
May 1, 1794.
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had an Interesting if Idealistic plan in mind.
The Pantlsooracy was a highly romantic means of escape for
its most ardent tv/o enthusiasts* The Impossible was made
possible with seeming veritable tales of rich America where, In
their minds, the Pantisocracy would materialize. It was to be
a literary haven for troubled young literary minds involving
socialized ownership of the material and Isolation for mental
and intellectual advancement. Theoretically its materializa-
tion seemed plausible, but practically, it v/as founded upon a
bed of shifting sands. For the originator, Southey, it was the
result of a flare for Romanticism, a bubble, which burst when
his troubled worldly affairs were Ironed cut, Coleridge never
had the fortune to have peace of mind, and the result was that
this plan was always to him as the tinseled view he expressed
in the following poemi
PANTISOCRACY
No more my visionary soul shall dwell
On Joys that were; no more endure to weigh
The shame and anguish of the evil day.
Wisely forgetful! 0*er the ocean swell
Sublime of Hope, I seek the cottag*d dell
Where Virtue calm with careless step may stray.
And dancing to the moonlight roundelay.
The wizard Passions weave an holy spell.
Eyes that have ach*d with sorrow? Ye shall weep
Tears of doubt-mingled Joy, like theirs who start
Prom precipices of distemper’d sleep.
On which the fierce-eyed fiends their revels keep.
And see the rising sun, suid feel it dart
New rays of pleasance tz*embling to the heart.
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The period of plan formation was influential In the life
of Coleridge. Through the associations at Oxford^ he delved
more thoroughly into the world of the unreal than ever before,
from vdiich he could never find the path to reality, Southey
* became his best friend. He created hopes for materialization
and left Coleridge without his friendship, with a wife utterly
unsuitable for him, and with thwarted ideals, yet with creative
poetic genius rarely surpassed. At Southey’s rooms, Coleridge
met and talked with Favell, Robert Lovell, George Burnett,
Edmund Sewal, and LoGrice) all these young men were converted
to the plan* Charles Lamb and Thomas Poole were also asked to
join and they were proud to have been asked, but for practical
reasons they could not actively i^articlpate. At this time
Lamb’s sister ?7as very ill, and Coleridge dedicated to him#
To a Friend in which he sympathizes with Lamb, and believes
his sympathy is all the more realistic becai^se he too had a
sister who meant a great deal to him,
"Thou creepest roimd a dear-loved Sister’s bed
With noiseless step, and watchest the faint look.
Soothing each pang with fond solicitude,
And tenderost tones medicinal of love.
I too a Sister had, an only Sister—
She loved me dearly, and I doted on her j
"
In order to finance the plan, the nenbers were to furnish
a sTvn of two thousand pounds, Robert Lovell Introduced
Coleridge to the publishers Cottle and Tliomas Poole, These
tvfo men In later life, wore encouraging to Coleridge, and were
persistently onbhusiastlo to publisli any material Coleridge
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would submit to them* Cottle was Coleridge’s first publisher,
and it was through him that Coleridge was financially able to
marry Sarah Pricker. Thomas Poole v;as so great a man. to
Coleridge that in 1797, when Poole s^iggested that Coleridge
write to him concerning an autobiography, he writes In italics
1 .
’•you, ^ best frlend 4 have a right to the narration,
*’
There was a widow named Mrs, Pricker with several daughtersjj^
who lived near Oxford, These yotmg ladies were enthusiastic
/ 1
about the idea of Pantlsocraoy, Southey was courting Edith
Pricker, Kobert Lovell was courting Mary Pricker-, and Burnett
was courting anothe*^ sister. There was another one who was just
suitable for Coleridge, or so Southey thought. However,
Coleridge v as not a very ardent suitor, for he proved to be lax
in attentiveness to the young lady. Meanwhile the court.shlp of
the other pantisocrats was progressing '*^611, Months went on
and Southey and Coleridge took rooms together, but financial
conditions were in a bad state# Tlie impractical Coleridge con-
tinually promised v/rltten material for sale, but his time was
spent chiefly in conversation, concerning t.he Pantisocracy and
his favorite philosophers Berkeley and Hartley# Southey .vas a
little more reliable and paid most of the bills. But the joint
lodging was given up and Southey returned to his mother at Bath*
Coleridge moved to 25 College street but realizing that Southoy’
enthusiasiri was ’'aning, Coleridge went to Lamb whose
1, Letter to Poole, Monday, February 1797
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sympathizing nature was of considerable consolation to him#
He wrote no letters and Southey was completely discouraged
with Coleridge *8 attitude# The practical Sarah Pricker heard
no word from him* Southey discovered him at the * Angel' Inn
in Butcher Hall street and carried him off to Bristol# He
considered that the courtship had gone too far for Coleridge
to back out, and he sternly encouraged Coleridge to propose
as soon as possible# Sarah accepted and they were married
at the little church of St# Mary Redcliff© on October 4, 1795#
The Coleridges settled in a small cottage In Clevedon#
George Burnett and another of the Pricker sisters shared the
cottage with them#
At Clevedon, financed by Cottle, the Coleridges wore
happy for a time# The novelty of marriage was some consola-
tion to Coleridge# He writes to Thomas Poole
2.,
"Mrs. Coleridge! I like to write that name,”
and goes on to tell of the deliglit of the surroundings# He
tells of how Cottle has promised to pay him a guinea and a
half for every hundred lines of poetry# In tiiat following
month he writes a long bitter letter to Southey, deep in
dlsappointanent and despair that Southey Iiad decided to go
into the clroroh and abandon his former principles# Ho writes
of his happiness In newly married life, and of Burnett's
attitude to Southey, adoration still, but troubled feelings
^ lt _ Letter..to Poole, Wednesday evening, October 7, 1795
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because Southey was going into the church#
"(Jeorgo Buni0 tt',was'’ycvr most affectionate friend?
I knew his unbound veneration for you, his
personal attachment; I knew likewise his gentle
dislike of me #
”
Coleridge closes the letter:
’*B0 assured that G# Burnett still loves ycu
better than he can love any other man^ and Sara
would have you accept her love and blessings;
accept it as the fHiture l^isband of her best
loved sister# Farewell#
Coleridge started a new plan, a periodical, called the
Watcman to be published every eighth day# The numbers were
sparcely publi^ed and in spite of their previous publicity,
they were dull# Subscriptions fell off, and after a few
publications the magazine was discontinued#
In this same year Coleridge wrote The Eollan Harp which
he considered his most musical po«tt# Indeed it embodied the
witchery of musical words and hi^ pictorial color found most
superb in his poetry# In the poem he reflects his honeymoon
with Sara, and even then mentions how pensive and serious his
new wife is# He tells of his decision to t\im from philosophy
to God:
”Meek daughters in the family of Christ;
Well hast thcu said and hollly dispraised
These shapings of the unregenerate mind;
Bubbles that glitter as they rise and break
On vain Philosophy* s aye-babbling spring#
1# Letter to Southey Friday morning, November 13, 1795
2# Coleridge preferred to spell his wife *8 name »Sara*#
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For never guiltless may I speak of him#
The Incomprehensible! save when with awe
I praise him# and with Faith that Inly feels;
Who with his saving mercies healed me#
A sinful and most miserable man#
Wildered and dark# and gave me to possess
Peace# and this cot# and thee# dear honoured Maid!**
The Eolian Harp by Samuel Taylor Coleridge# 1795
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At Stowey, Coleridge’s modest home bordered the more
spaclal one of Poole# Before long a path was worn botv/een the
two houses# Poole continued to bo a close and worthy friend#
The Burnetts were no longer living with the Coleridges, but
Charles Lloyd remained with tiiom for a while# After a few
months he became restless and left, to return periodically for
shorter stays#
Coleridge wrote that his time now would be filled with the
ctiltivation of the land, raising food for himself and enou^
over to feed a few pigs# Literature ^Aould be secondary, and
he was not fit for iniblic life, but his home v/ould bo hospit-
able to those of his friends who would call# Lamb was
sceptical, and felt that Coleridge was better adapted to the
cultivation of the muse rather than the land# However the
country side v;as conducive to happiness and the nei^^bors were
men of similar literary tastes# Surroxmding the house v;ei*e
meadows, cornfields, and clear brooks, at the one side was the
sea, while at the other was the Quantock hills#
The Poole s always welcomed the Coleridges, Mrs# Poole,
Thomas Poole’s mother, thought a good deal of Mrs# Coleridge,
and her son and Samuel spent many happy hours together#
Thewall
,
••a despiser of religion and blind defender of the
French Revolution, yet honest, hearty, and vlbrat-
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The two men would meet to discuss
lug with energy*'
lived a short distance away#
politics and farming#
Many guests including Cottle, Burnett, and Lemb came to
call and stayed to listen to Coleridge's unsurpassable gift of
speech# Charles Lamb enjoyed for ths first time the pleasures
of nature and quietness of the country-side# Poole also enter-
tained guests of public and literary note, among them Sir James
Macintosh, the antagonist of Burke#
It is evident that Coleridge was considerably well-known
at the time because many other people came to his house after
hearing his various lectures# He formed a friendship with an
Unitarian preacher, Joshua Toulmin, whom he visited frequently
in Tatmton and with whom he would try to discuss the Unitarian
doctrine# However the parson would answer in a quiet but
deteimined typical sermon text,
2
"A double minder^ man Is tinstable in all his ways.
Coleridge kept a list of authors with whcm he was person-
ally acquainted and upon that list, as early as March 1796, we
find the name of Wlllion Wordsv/orth# The latter had spoken of
going to Bristol to meet Southey and Coleridge, so as soon as
Coleridge was settled at Nether Stowoy, h© made a return visit
to the Wordsworths at Racedown* In the older poet, he found
1# 'Life of Coleridge' by Brandi, ch# IV p# 160
J^# Typical sermon of the times#
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the greatest influence in his life# The meeting between
Dorothy and him was of interest# She writess
"He is a wonderful msin# Els conversation teems with
so».il# mind, and spirit# Then he is so benevolent,
so good tempered and cheerftil, and llke^ V/illlam,
interests himself so much about every trifle. At
first I thought him very plain, that is for about
throe minutes; he is pale, thin, has a wide mouth,
thick lips, and not very good teeth, longish, loose-
growing, half curling, rough black hair# But If you
hear him speak for five minutes, you thlnlc no more
of them# His eye Is large and full, and not very
dark, but grey - such an eye as v/ould receive from
a heavy soul the dullest expression; but it speaks
every emotion of his animated mind; it has more of
•the poet *3 eye In a fine frenzy rolling* than I
over vYltnessed# H© has fine dark eyebrows and an
overhanging forehead#
"
MeanwhiJLe Coleridge i7rote to Cottle his impression of Dorothy:
"If you expected to see a pretty woman you would
think her rather ordinary,"
hOT/ever her character was so hearty together with its charm of
innocence and understaiding, he soon reversed ths sentence
"If you expected to see an ordinary woman, you would
think her pretty#
"
Coleridge writes of tne Wordsworths and himself:
"We were three persons but only one soulX"
Coleridge’s feeling toward the older poet is ejqressed in the
following:
"Wordsivorth is a very great man, tbe only man to
whom ^ all times and in all modes of exeellonce
I feel myself inferior# " ^#
Soon after this meeting, the Wordsv/orths moved from Racedoivn to
1# Memoirs of Wordsworth, 1 99
J^# Letter to Cottle Rom# p# 144
3# Letter to Robert Southey, July 1797
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Alfoxden, and Wordsworth writes;
‘•Our principal inducement was Coleridge *3 societyf
Pour men influenced Coleridge’s life tremendously* These
men wore Southey, Laiub, Vv'ordsworth, and Dr* Gillman* The
latter two men had permanent ideas more in unison with those of
Coleridge* Coleridge and Southey wero dravm together by the
bubble of Fantisocracy* '/hen this bubble burst, it left the
two friends farther apart than ever, and the former was much
the worse off for the friendship. Lamb was always a sympathetic
I
listener but his oivn troubles demanded similar sympathy and
understanding* Coleridge cherished this mutual understanding
but needed more firmness of character* Wordsworth supplied
this* Wordsworth was the first to have a kind understanding
of his friend’s nature, and his firmness of mind kept Coleridge
t
from intemperance and irregularity for a period of years*
II
Wordsworth sympathized with the French revolutionists, appre-
ciated the humbler ways of life, and was humanitarian in spirit
as was Coleridge* He was indifferent to the orthodox church
and helped to clear the way for the Romantic school, a feeling
s; which was even more embodied in the works of Coleridge* t’lTien
in later life wordsv/orth became more egotistic, conservative,
and solitary, the communion with the spirit of enthusiasm and
despair of Coleridge was automatically lessened, and a break
I
between the two men was inevitable* However In their earlier
1* Memoirs, vol i p* 103
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Ilf6> they had much In common. Together they discussed poetry,
1
-
*
1
and out of this discussion came the decision to take a walking
trip tliroui5h Wales, to be paid for by writing poetry together I
1
as they travelled.
|
1
Coleridge was most enthiislastlc, and Wordsworth was more
practical, for when Lyrical Ballads was published, most of its
contents was written by the older poet. It was decided that in
the book the two men were to deal with things best suited to
their individual tastes. Wordsworth was to v^rite about the
simple everyday affairs, the peasant life, and the small things
in nature. Coleridge was to write about the supernatural and
try to bring the unreal down to earth, and make it real. *
1
At first the Ancient .Mariner was to be written lointly.
Coleridge had desired to write of an old navigator, for he had
been reading several books concerning such a man. Coleridge
had dreamed of a skeleton ship manned by spirits. Wordsworth
had read The Voyage by Shelvocke from which he had drawn the
idea of the bird called the Albatros and v;here the story had
taken place around Gape Horn. He v/as naturally a moralist; so
he added the moral which is carried out in the punishment for
killing the bird. He also added the idea that the spirits of
the region should seek revenge, and tlie element that the shii)
should be manipulated by the dead crew. The angels in the poem
were evidently an alter thought, and many of the details were
1. Literarla Blographia
1
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draim from Coleridge *s vast readings and from the surroundings
In Nether-Stowey. For Instance the hassooi which the wedding
guest hears* There v/as a bassoon in the Nother-Stowey church*
Ancient Mariner Is Coleridge *s finished masterpiece; it is
powerful because he makes the unreal seem real* It Is in ballad
form, having many archaisms and is especially effective because
' it is told by the v?edding guest* The reader gets a double
I
effect, that of hearing it told, and seeing how the tale affectJ
I
someone else, the wedding guest* Early in the authorship,
Wordsworth realized that the theme v;as outside of his ability,
and left the story development to Coleridge* The masterpiece
is v/ritten practically entirely by Coleridge v;ith the exception
of a few lines generally accepted as written by Wordsworth*
During this friendship with the Wordsworths, Coleridge
j
I seems to have almost neglected Burnett and Charles Lloyd, and
even Sara, his wife. It is generally accepted that Sara was
I
of course jealous of his attentions to Dorothy, but I feel sure
j
that the reason for his attentions to Dorothy was because
Mrs* Coleridge lacked the understanding and poetic nai-uro so
I
profoimd in Dorothy.
I
Byron had road poems and prose written by Coleridge and hir
own fiery and rebellious spirit grasped at the cries against
tyranny and sympathy v/ith the French Revolutionists which
Coleridge had voiced with his pen* When asked to recommend
30
1. Lines by Wordsworth part I - 1 13-16; Part V - st* I 1 3->4
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someone to write a traged^f for the Dniry Lane 'rheati*©^ ho iin-
hesitatlngly suggested Coleridge > who after sons months pro-
duced Osorio ^ later rotitled. Remorse « Meanwhile Wordsworth
was writing horderers based largely upon Schiller *s
Robbers » Tho Osorio was also drawn from Schiller, but the
characters and actions were more similar to Shakespearo’
s
Hamlet , Neither V^ordsworth*s nor Coleridge’s tragedy found
favor with Sheridan, then manager of the Dntry Lane,
Coleridge undertook as a ccnmlssion from the Cambridg.e
Intelligencer to ivrlto an ode on The Departing Year , which
shows considerable of Wordsworthian InflTience, The lack of
poetic expressions and tho soemlng reality dravm from his
highly imaginative ideas are examples.
”He chose free rhythm and adapted it instinctively
to the varying import of his subject,
Wordsworth had Influenced Coleridge to stronger self-control,
and later tried to follow the same principle In his own poem.
The Skylark, In which he was rewarded by improving his ovm
technical pov^er, Coleridge’s next poem was the Ode On Prance
in which intoxicated hope turns to dejection, yet tlie feeling,
common to Wordsworth also, is expressed v/ith a peculiar charm,
^’Words^orth understood not only how tg urge his
friend on, but how to reign him in,
When a second edition of his poems was to be published Goleridg
revivsed the contents striking out his familiar rhetoric style.
1. Life of Coleridge, Brandi, p, 17pi
2, Life of Coleridge, Brandi, p. 177
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#of forced diction and ciowded I’nagery. Lamb had advised him to
1 *
"cultivate simplicity ~ banish elaborateness*" * ||
Coleridge wrote not only political and supernatural poems
j
but also personal pooms* Under the liifluence of ivordsworth, '
I
he began to have more appreciation of the peace of the country- i
i
side, and friendships made earlier in his youth# It was during
j
this time that he wrote ^ the Keyerend Cfoorg?^ 0o3.e 1 prev- |
I
lously mentioned in this thesis#
j
I
j
A more famous poem This Lime-t3?ee }k?wer My Prison Is is
|
subjective and written at about the same time Wordsworth was
writing gintu.rn Abbgr/ # Coleridge *s poem is dedicated to
Charles Lamb, and the story of its v/rlting is told by the
author In a letter to Robert Southey in which he writes
«
"The second day after Wordsv/orth came to me, dear
Sara accidentally emptied a skillet of boiling milk
on my foot, ^ildi confined me during the whole time
of C# Lamb’s stay and st3 11 prevents me from all
w^cs longer than a furlong# While Wordsworth, his i
sister, and Charles Lamb were out one evening,
j
sitting in the arbour of T# Poole’s garden which
communicates with mine, I wrote these lines, with
|
which I am pleased* " 2,
'I
They had gone to Wordsworth’s glen and Coleridge is left alone,
|
and he thinks that, had he gone with them he would have
gained spiritual strength# The poem is similar to the Ode to
the Nightingale , but the tone is more simple and loss ma^j. cal#
It expresses deep appreciation and love for friends, especially
1# Letter to Coleridge from Lamb, November 1796
2# Letter to Robert Southey, July 1797
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Lamb» who coming frOxTi the city will onjoy mature most. This
thought is probably not tr*ue# for although Lamb enjoyed the
country, he preferred city life* Within the poem Is the
Wordsworthian tone to Coleridge’s love for nature# Wo see
Wordsworth’s influence in this manner for the first tino.
In October, Coleridge writes Thewall that In order to
pay debts and his current living expenses he mist accept a
Unitarian pariah. Thewall is Important in the life of
Coleridge, for it was through him that Coleridge net Dr. Beddoe*.
follower of Dr. John Brown a famous quack doctor of the time.
Dr, Beddoes believed that all ills could be cured by opium and
alcohol. Thevjall was one of his patients, and Coleridge,
having frequent pains from rheumatic fevor became a patient,
of Dr. Beddoes. The Doctor was not the first to suggest opium,
but under his care, Coleridge did increase the amounts so
that he became an habitual taker of opium. Under the influence
of the drug ho conceived the magical mysticism In Kubla IQian ,
a beautiful fragment of fifty-four lines.
The best poems were written during this time. After Kubla
Khan came Frost at Midnight , an expression of inward harrcoiy
of the secret tales of nature even in the depth of winter,
where the fire log crackles and in the distance the owl
screeches. This poem is an exquisite but sad and lonely r ic-
ture of a pathetic father who hopes with all his soul that his
son Hartly will never go through the mental turmoil and periods
of depression that his dejected father has felt so keenly and
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often. Coleridge feels that lossi that degeneration of a
genius mind# which is his own* Lewti or the Circassian Love
Chant expresses even more pathos* Coleridge realizes that Sara '
can never bo a real wife to him. Their spiritual and mental
ideas of living are too far apart, while their dispositions
are not harmonious. He feels that they will never understand
each other.
The Nightingale is filled with Wordsworthian love for
nature. Coleridge hears the nightingale and wonders if it is
the melancholy bird, but he reflects that nothing in nature
is aelancholy# the previous thought Is an old fashioned idea#
in that man reads his omi emotions and ideas into nature* The
i
poem is conversational and the theme is friendship and nature.
The friends are Dorothy and William v?ordsworth. The author
i
describes the beauty of the evening and the grove of nightin-
j
I
gales. To*make the picture more beautiful, he places there a
I
i
beautiful girl who personifies human nature’s beauty as com-
pared with nature in general. The close of the poem is prosaic# '
but Coleridge wanted to say that nature is a healer* This idea
too is Wordsworthian.
IXirlng this period he wrote Chris tobel # one of his most
famous unfinished poems. This one like Kubla Khan was un-
doubtedly composed under the Influence of opium* It is a story
rich in details to make the unreal seem real* It la vivid in
description and filled with musical sounds in harmony with its
theme
.
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A short poem Love was to be a prelude to the Ballad of the
Dark Ladle ^ an unfinished poem# but planned to be much longer#
j
Love presents a picture of a lover reading his poem to his lady»
the effect is that the poem Inspires love in the heart of the
I
lady* Love reflects the harmonious natures of Coleridge and
Dorothy*
Fears in Solitude reflects the same spirit common to Words-|
worth and to its author* They feared that Napoleon would come
to England where their o\m beloved country would suffer the
same disaster common to every country Napoleon had conquered*
Coleridge had written sonnets signed by the name of Hi^;gj;en-
bottom# which criticized harshly the poems written by Coleridge#
Lamb# and Charles Lloyd* The two friends never forgave this
criticism* When Lloyd realized the identity of Hlf^p;enbottom
he decided to leave the home of the Coleridges and live with
Southey. His departure meant money embarrassments to this home.
Fortunately# through Mackintosh# Coleridge met Daniel Stuart#
the inibllsher and proprietor of the Morning Post * Stuart was a
shrewd business man who realized the genius in the poet* He
offered him a guinea a week for weekly contributions* But this
amount was not enough# so when Coleridge heard of an Unitarian
parsonage to be vacant in Shrewsbury# he applied and gave
several trial sermons there# The sermons were successlhl# and
he would have been offered the position,but Joslah and Thomas
Wedgewood would not hear of It* To have him continue to write
they offered together an annual sum of one hundred fifty pounds*
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with little consideration Coleridge accepted and turned the
entire sum over to Mrs# Coleridge# Hov/over* in spite of the
deep religious feellrgs conveyed so deeply and convincingly in
the sermons? Coleridge *8 mind was seeped in the failure of the
democracy in France? and within him surged an uncontrolable
doubt# He felt that the only remedy was a trip to Germany
where the best of poetry and substantial political leadership
prevailed# At the same time a mlsimderstanding ensued with
Lsmb who burdened with the heartrending care of his insane
sister was hurt and angered by the sonnets of Higgenbottcan and
the other tactless remarks made by Coleridge#
Wordsworth had been told that he must leave his cottage at
Alfoxden, so the three of them'^left for Germany#
It was not easy for Coleridge to leave Nether-Stowey with
its beautiful surroundings? v/here so many happy hairs had been
spent in lovely friendi^iip? and where the friendly Poole’s
house bordered his own#
1# Dorothy and William Wordsv^rorth, and Coleridge
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On September fourteenth the Wordsworths, Coleridge
j
and John Chester, left Yarmouth for Germany and arrived in I
Hamburg October first. The trip was a rough one, but according ]
ji
to Coleridge, everyone was ill except himself. In Hamburg they
|
i
spent many hours listening to Klopstock, in whom Coleridge was
|
j
most interested. With him, Coleridge had a letter of recommen-
j
dation to Klopstock* s brother who in turn introduced him to the
great Professor Edeling, It was this man who gave him a letter
j
I
I
to the magistrate of Ratzeburg and suggested he go to this
i
j j
quiet little town. After a few days there he returned to Ham- •
I
burg to bid farewell to the Wordsworths who preferred to travel.!
! In Ratzeburg, Coleridge's plan was to learn the German languageJi
He became interested in Lessing who first proved to all thinking
f I
men, even to Shapespeare's own countrymen, the true nature of
|
\
his apparent irregularities. He felt that Lessing came closer,
j
i
in the principles of art to Aristotle than Corneille or Racine.
He proposed to write a biography of this great man, and also to
translate his entire works. The Influence of Leasing upon him
I
at this time is comjflred to that of Bowles during his Cambridge
days. Meanwhile there came to Germany several Englishmen, one
|
!
of whcan was Clement Carlyon, a medical student, who was there
|j
on a scholarship from Cambridge. The other two were Charles |
I
and Frederick Parry. The four men soon became friends#
They discussed the cuallties of Lessing and Coleridge would reacl
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his own comf'ositlons of poetry and drama.
Coleridge found the German people themselves very i
hospitable. He writes to Mrs Coleridge;
”My room is large and healthy, the house com-
mands an enchanting prospect. The pastor,”
(the pastor with whom he resided in Ratzeburg)
”is worthy and a learned man -- a widower with I
eight children, five of whom are at home. The
!
German Ismguage is spoken here in the utmost i
purity. The children often stand round my sofa
I
and chatter away; and the little one of all cor- f
rects my pronounciation with a pretty pert lisp
jj
and self-sufficient tone, while the others
j
laugh with no little joyance. The Gentry and
i
Nobility here pay me almost an adultary atten-
tion. ”
He goes on to say how he wins these attentions by writing
German poetry or translating his own poems into that language.
Two months later he writes to Poole,”
j!
I
now read Gerrann as iihglish, - that is, without any
|
mental translation as I read, I likewise understand
j
all that is said to me, and a good deal of what i
they say to each other.
” {
There were many learned people in whom Coleridge was in-
terested. One of these men was Christian Heyne, a professor who*
I
gave him library privileges. Vhen he was not available, Heyne ‘si
1
son-in-law, Reuss, or Professor Tychsen assisted the tinglish
poet. Professor Tychsen also aided him to translate Gothic
philology and the Hebrew of the Bible. At the University of
j
Gdttingen Coleridge desired to study the metaphysics of Kant and
found many authorities to help him there. He associated with
Blumenbach but found this man and his collegues too Intensely
1 . Letter to Mrs. Coleridge, Ratzeburg October 20,
Letter to Poole, Ratzefairg, January 4, 1799.
1798.

Identified with academic learning, so he preferred to be with
the students.
In May he decided to take a trip to the Hartz Mo\mtalns.
Along with him went the Parrys, Carlyor^ and a son of Blumenbach
The outcome of this trip was two poems Lines Written In the
Album at Klbingerode , in the Hartz Forest . , and Home-sick .
The fomer is a beautiful nature picture of the Brocken mountaii(
The first part is a picture seen frcrni the lofty heights, then
the more Intimate trip downward vjhere he realizes s
”• • • . .1 had found
That outward forms, the loftiest, still receive
Their finer Influence from the life v;ithln:-”
:
The poem closes with the spirit of longing for his home in
I
England. The second oem. Home-sick , reflects the feeling he
so often had, and so often expressed in his letters to Mrs.
Coleridge and to Poole. The poem ends with:
I
"Home-sickness is a wasting pang;
I
'This feel I hourly more and mores
There’s healing only in thy wings,
2.
Thou breeze that played on Albion’s shore!"
In the spring Coleridge again became restless and saw no
other way than to return to hihgland. He spent his last evening,
June the twenty-third, with Professor Blumenbach, and left the
following morning. By June thirtieth, he was again in Brunswick
where he Inspected the Mineralogical Museum, and ty the last of
|
j
July, he was home in England.
Once again in his native land, he went to Stowey for a
1. Home- sick is dated May 26, 1799.

40
short while. Here he wrote an appealing letter to Southey
asking for his friendship. The ansv/er has not been preserved
but authorities believe that Southey considered that hla former
friend had slandered his character. Coleridge felt that those
who had told Southey of this were Lloyd and Lamb with whom he
had quarreled previouslyi so he begf^ed Southey to refer to
Wordsworth or Poole with whom he had been almost daily prior to
his trip to Germany. Poole did write saying;
"Without entering into any particulars, I will
say generally, that in the many conversations
I have had with Coleridge concerning yourself, h©
has never discovered the least personal enmity
against, but on the contrary, the strongest
ajffection for you, stifled only by the untoward
events of your separation.
Southey evidently believed Poole for in a few days he and Mrs.
Southey came to Stowe^?. Both families traveled together to
Ottery to visit Coleridge’s relatives. His mother was still
alive and his brother George had succeeded his father as vicar
of St. Mary. The two families were received there very well.
Coleridge wrote to Poole that he enjoyed himself, and Southey
wrote that the visit was a pleasure to him. There were many
disputes between the two poets and Coleridge’s brothers but they
all ended in a friendly manner. Southey writes:
"We were all a good deal amused by the old
lady (Coleridge’s mother). She coTjld not hear
what was going on, but seeing Samuel arguln^s
I
v;ith his brothers, took it for granted that
1
he must have been wrong, and cried out, ’Ah, if
your poor father had been alive, he’d soon
iiave convinced you’
Coleridge realized that his brothers opinions and feelings

differed fimdamentally from hia ovmn, but he aimlahly pledged
toasts to the king and church when they were offered, »Sometimes
when he really wanted to participate in a reasonable dispute, he
would walk to I'lxeter and talk with his old friends. At that
time his old friend John Hucks was nearby; so they would meet
and spent several hours together.
During Southey *s visit Devil* s Thoughts was composed.
Later in the dispute with Stuart, this poem was named as one of
the three of Coleridge *s contributions which made any sensation
in the Morning Post, according to Daniel Stuart. The other two
were a paragraph on Loi»d Grenville* s state-paper, and the
Character of Pitt
,
(March 19, 18CK)# ) The Devil* s Thouidits was
to influence the writings of Southey, Shelley and Byron, all of
whom wrote a literary piece having a similar name. In connectidh
with this poem, Coleridge promised Southey that he xvould completje
Christobel and write more poems for a second volume of his
Annual Antholo/^^y .
Wordsworth had returned to England earlier than Coleridge
and had gone to Sockburn where the Hutchinsons lived, Mary
Hutchinson was a childhood playmate of WilllaTn and Dorothy, Be-
fore many months had passed she became Mrs, ¥/ordsworth. In late
years Sara Hutchinson visited the Hordsworths. She seemed to
have many of the understanding oualitles of Dorothy ordsworth
Notes to previous page;
1/ Letter from Poole to Southey, August 8, 1799,
2 , Letter of Kobort Southey 1. 81-83.
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so that her friendship meant « great deal to Coleridge who
vyrote several poems to her and for her#
Coleridge heard that Wordsworth vms ill and set out with
Cottle to see him. Meanwhile however, Wordsworth* s health had
improved so that when the friends arrived he was well again.
The three men decided to take a walking tour through the lake
country, Cottle left the party at Greta Bridge h\it John
Wordsworth, a brother of William who had been in the navy,
joined them there. Many of the scenes from the tour are in-
corporated in the second part of Christobel , which he did in-
tend to finish. Along the way they passed through Grasmere,
a little hamlet bordering a lake. Both poets were greatly im-
pressed by the place and Wordsworth was determined to bring his
new wife and Dorothy there to live. Coleridge went on to London
to work feverishly for Stuart on the Morning Post to repay some
of the money advanced to him by Cottle, the Wedgewoods, and
St^Jart, for his trip to Germany,
In London, he worked from nine o* clock in the morning until
twelve o'clock midnight writing for and editing this paper. As
early as March IBOO, he loft Stuart who had promised him an an-
nual income of 2000 pounds If he would write regularly and work
I
at this writing for four hours each day. This promise on Stuart!
part was not in any way magnanimous for at that time anything
|
I
written by Coleridge was read by as many persons as could find
it in print. Not only that but everyone knew that Coleridge
was incapable of regular work of any kind. His best work was
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always written when the inspiration came into his mind and he
had with him a pencil or pen and some paper, sometimes at monthlj)^
or even yearly intervals,
Coleridge felt that he would rather retire to a country
life and complete his work on the translation of Schiller*
s
Wallenstein . From Ap 1 on he sent only occasional contrihution)^
until IBOi^ when the Morning Post was discontinued.
He talked of taking a residence for himself and family at
Burton near Southey, but nothing ever came of this idea.
Instead, in April, he visited .ordsworth at Grasmere where he
was convinced that this lake coiantry was even superior to
Stowey. He returned to Bristol and Stowey for short visits and
found that Poole was planning to go to the Continent. Vith
Poole gone from Stowey, Coleridge felt the place would not bo
the same, and farewells wotjld not be so hard.
After a few days’ stay at the house of Dr. Crompton where
1
,
there were several editors who had political views similar to
his ovm, he left for Grasmere and Dove Cottage to visit with
the '/iOrdsworths from July first until Jixly twenty-fourth, when
he moved to Greta Hall.
1. Roscoe, Rathbone, and Dr, Currie were the principal men there
m
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GRKTA HAL}. A3SCCIATES
?vhen Coleridge had returned from Germany and gone to
London, one of the first things he must have done was to go to
Lamb. Although the exact date of the reconciliation between
the two friends is not known, it is evident that at some time
such a reconciliation did take place, hen he left London,
Lamb wrote to Southey that Coleridge had gone to live near his
*god’ Vordsworth, Lamb was jealous of V^ordsworth, as was Poole,
As far back as March, Poole had grov/n jealous of his evergrowing
attachment to ordsvvorth, Poole even accused him of
•prostration’ and ho writes:
”1 share Mrs, Sanford’s viev; that Coleridge would
never have been contented to live in the west of
England whilst ordsworth as living in the north. .
1 .
James Dykes Campbell writes:
"But Coleridge always hsd some one chief friend
generally the one nearest to him, to whom he gave
away so much of himself as to find it impossible
to meet other claims v/hlch not the less, he
eagerly acknowledged.
In his earlier life this ’one chief friend’ was Southey, later
it was 'ordsworth, and at the latter part of his life, it was
Dr, Oillman.
At Greta Hall he wrote again to Poole concerning the
lovliness of the surroundings. Ho told his friend about ttie
1# Thcmias Poole and His Friends ii 8,9
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libraries he hed access to nearby. Mr Jackson, the landlord:
i!
I
I '*ls a quiet sensible man, with as large a library
i
as yours, and perhaps larger, well stored with
^
i
liincyclopedias# Dictionaries, and Histories, etc, .. **
I
Coleridge also speaks of being allowed to use the library of
i bir Gilfrid Lawson,
|i
I' Mr Jackson lived under the same roof as Coleridge for Greta
i'
i«
ii Hall was divided into two houses, Jackson on the one side, and
i'
Ij
i| Coleridge on the other. The landlord was a self-made man who
!!
I
had risen from a carrier to a man of considerable means. He was
II
'i
thrifty yet kind to others srd possessed a love for books end
|!
i| authors. He was considerably taken with Coleridge and charged
I
him only about half as much rent as he would have charged a non-
Ij
literary man. He was fond of the ciiildren of his tenent and
I
I
became God father of Derv^ent at the latter* s christening. His
!|
jj
housekeeper was a Mrs, Wilson who had much in comnon v^ith Mrs.
I
Ij
Coleridge and many times helped her with her household duties
j|
and the care of the children.
I
I
In spite of his apparent happiness with his new home.
it
K
It
i
!i
Coleridge became discontented. His health had not improved as he
had hop d and the continual incre»>sed amounts of opium, the only
means of relief from rheumatic pains, hurt his conscience. The
fact that he was becoming a slave to this drug, and that he
I
could not stand the pain, but could see nor find no other way
to relieve this pain, preyed upon his mind. Along with this
I
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|i troublo, dloraeatic rolationa became more strained. Tv/o i. oema i
I
'
! illustrate the change from affection to duty bet een husband and
il
I wife, for in these poems we see how Coleridge* s feeling tov/erd
t
j
his wife is no longer love but now a sense of toleration and
.
I
i acceptance of conditions •. ith some inward revolt. The noems are
I
' Kl»J:it Scene and The Pictu re.
I' Feeling as ill as he did, he could not seem to write enough
s
jj
to repay the money he had borrowed, nor could he keep up with
ij the obligations owed to Stuart or promised to Southey. Mrs.
ji
||
Coleridge was in no way Tinder standing. She felt thnt her husbami.
il
j
was more talented than vSouthey and many others of her acquain-
[
I
tance, yet he would not write even enough to keep the wolf from
i
ji the door. Coleridge, v;eighed down with personal, domestic, and
j|
financial failure, fell into a sort of melancholia, a state of
'I
||
inactivity similar to the state of young Hamlet. Shakespeare's
il
'i
Hamlet knew what ho should do, he should kill his uncle, but thei
ij
I
Ij
drive to action was Impossiblo, Coleridge l<new that many of his
i!
ji
own troubles would vanish if only he could write, even a few of
i
I
I the things he had promised. Stuart would have been somewhat
I
satisfied if Coleridge would send noTv and then, some political
I
I j
I
comments, but Instead he wrote these comments to friends, un-
I
i|
il paying people. When he could Fct, the action was misdirected, i
ii
'
il For a time there did appear an outlet of a particular kind.'
;!
I
j,
A Mrs. Robinson v;ho had an unfortunate personal history, under- I
i
Ij stood how troubled his mind was, she too was in need of sym-
|
I
pathy. She had married a reputed-to-bo rich American whom she
^
II
1)
I

ll
II
had JTollov.ed to debtor’s prison after a few short months. Slncej
then she had taken to poetry with some success. She edited the
j
Bellos Lettres for the Morning Post and wrote a few poems in
|
!
imitation of Petrach, Coleridge felt she had been v'rqnged by ;
society and wished to help her. He wrote several poems to her ^
which are found in Southey’s Annual Anthology of 1800. A few
weeks before her death he composed an elegy A Stranger rjtinstrel .i
!
In tiie poem, the author is upon the Skiddaw mountain lamenting
j
I
the absence of ‘a lady of sweet song*. The personified mountain
1
replies that '’she Is where’er she wills to be.
Unfettered by mortality! ”
I
The rest of the poem is about her merits and how boi-h the raoun- I
i
tain and the author would benefit by her presence. As poetry, i
this piece is not indicative of Coleridge’s best work| it shows 1
!
a distinct decline, even absence of poetic genius. The witcheryj
of musical words is lacking, as are the magical nlcttires of the |
li
supernatural. In one place he rimes ’merit’ with ’spirit’, and '
these two words do not enhance poetic charm.
'*1 too, methlnks, might merit
The presence of her spirit!"
His lormer mystical rhythm is lacking, and altogether, the poem
i
i
is not good poetry.
To relieve the monoton'''^ of his hum-drum existence, at
I
least as it existed in his own mind, he had many of his old
|Iriends at Creta Hall, Charles Lloyd came to live nearby and '[
Southey visited the Coleridges and later in 1601, Rogers left
j|
his home to be with the Coleridges for a short while, Charles
||
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Leunb and his sister Dorothy wore Invited in 1802, and Hazlitt
who still enthusiastic over his ideal, hut now more mature and
less idealistic, came in 1803. Stoddart frequently toured to
i
Greta where Qhristobel was read to him, Coleridge^ at one of
these visits gave the manuscript to him and later Stoddart read
It to Scott, Scott ’.vas considerably impressed v/ith it anti used
some of the ideas in his own writings , Thomas Clarkson, the
ardent believer in the abolition of slavery, traveled to Greta
Hall with his v/lfe. All the friends noticed the dfiange in
Coleridge and returned to their homes feeling disappointed and
somewViat disgusted witit the way Coleridge was continually pro-
crastinating and sting his superb powers.
In dispalr Coleridge turned to philosophy and gave up
poetry, as he writes in The Ode to Dejection , He studied the
metaphysics of Kant and continued his correspondence with
Godwin, whom ho had asked to be god-father to Hartley, Phil-
!
osophy became a source if alleviation but not a healing power,
for as in many other things, Coleridge reasoned through his
imagination rather than through his understanding.
In October 1803, Coleridge decided to go to Malta but on I
the way was to visit Poole, now in London, However he became i
i
ill and reached only Dove Cottage, Grassmere. Dorothy and
William nursed him until Janu;\ry, 1804 when he felt well enough
to go on to London, He stayed with Poole for a short time, then
visited Beaumont in February, During these visits ho saw a
great deal of Davy, Southey, Godwin, and Lamb, Mackintosh

offered to take him with him to Bombey, hot Coleridge would not
go. These tv/o men had never got along well and the poet did not
feel that a trip to India with Mackintosh would imp rove his con-
dition. George Burnett meanwhile had been seriously affected
by the abandonment of the Pantisocratic idea; and with his dream
shattered he had become e waif, now living in London. Coleridge
saw him again and said that George *8 eyes looked like those of
an opium eater, although he hoped not. Although Coleridge him-
self was an habitual opium eater, he always discouraged the
practice in others. When he and De Quincy first met he almost
begged the younger man to stay away from the cursed drug.
Hickman was another friend in London who thought a great
deal of Coleridge# It was to him that the poet had remarked
about his old associate George Burnett. He had gone to Hickman
with several embryo themes for future completion and publication
in hopes of paying for a trip to Malta. Rickman had tried to
comply with his wishes, even disregarding all promises, as most
of Coleridge *s friends had to do. By March 5, 1804, the friend
had found a ship called the Speedwell
,
hut it was April before
the ship set sail, for contrary winds prevented an earlier start
Her passengers consisted of a lieutenant, a very fat woman, and
Coleridge. As usual friends supplied the finances for Coleridge
trip. He had left the cinnual anuity from the Wedgewoods with
jMrs. Coleridge; and vordsworth and Sir George Beaumont each
supplied one hundred pounds.
In walta the poet first went to the home of Dr. Stoddart,
};
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tout did not remain there long* There may have been argivnents
ji
between the two men v/hich cooled considerably their friendship,!
At any rate, Coleridge mentions him in his letters less and leas.
I
)
,
I
Ball, Civil Commissioner (Governor) of the Islond of Malta, andj
upon the death of Mr. Alex Macaulay, Public Secretary*
Coleridge became acting Public Secretory v/ith a salary of
six hundred j;.ounds a year, half of the permanent secretary’s
salary.
He complained bitterly of the mail system v.hirh v;as so ir-
regular as to cause letters to and from him to roach their des-
tination, if they did, at widely separated intervals. He tnlssetjl
hearing from his friends. Two deaths occurred while he I
was in Malta, one was that of John vi^ordsv/orth, the sailor
brother of ‘Uilliam, of wiiom Coleridge was very fond, and who i|
phad taken the tour of the lake country with him several years
j
before. Another death was that of Thomas Wedgowood, long-time
j
benefactor and friend. ?^rs. Coleridge however, kept this news
from him because he had written of how deeply the death of John
had affected him,
j
He must have been a fairly reliable secretary to Sir
Alexander for there is lltlle of the usual complaint of irregu-
Ilarity and lack of dependability written about him, and he did
stay in this post until the regular secretary arrived. His
j
offici'=l records made there were burned in a fire, but the per-
|
sonal corarients of the governor still remain.
(
The return ship, having aboard It Samuel Taylor Coleridge
arrived in Portsmouth August 11, 1806 and again he was 111* In
spite of his comparatively good record ho dreaded to see his
friends for he still felt himself a failure* Among his faults,
there was never the one of making excuses or allowances for
himself in his own heart, and this feeling of failure was
undoubtedly due Id the fact that with the exceptions of a fev;
contributions to Stuart for his Sybline Leaves and scane politi-
cal comments concerning tiie island of Malta he had written
little else* Another reason was that of his failure to conquer
his opium habit* The tiuth of these matters is that he was
kept continually busy with his secretarial duties, and that his
old ailment of rheumatic fever v/as still painfully vd th him*
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PiiaiOD OF DKGLIJNF
In London^ once again Coleridge was tdie dejected man, and for
three years he grew worse and --orse. He borrowed money from as
many friends as would lend it to him, and meanwhile tried to
repay them by v/riting for the Courrier and the Mornini*; Post, but
his efforts were either friiltless or so late In appearing that
they brought in few financial returns# Many of his friends
tried to help him* Wordsworth wrote many unanswered letters.
Invited him to visit his home and tried to reason with him and
encourage him to fulfill his obligations, but even Wordsworth
found little success*
Mrs. Coleridge heard from her husband even more infre-
quently* Although several times they wore under the same roof,
they grew further and further apart. Finally they agreed to a
\
separation* Coleridge was to have and educate his two sons,
Hartly and Derwent, and they were to return to their mother on
holidays. Sara, his only daughter, bom December 21, 1802, and
now still a little girl, was to remain with her mother* At one
time the whole family visited Poole at Stowey and were to go
from there to Ottery to visit the Reverend George Coleridge,
but when he heard of the pending separation, he would have
nothing more to do with his brother# This attitude must have
been a deep blow to Coleridge v/ho regarded this brother as his
favorite, now as always#
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Everyone who knew the family regretted the separation hut
felt that in the long run# it was probably the best way, for
Mrs# Coleridge only antagonized her husband and drove him deep-|
er into despair and literary degeneration# Dorothy Wordsworth#}
i
In a’ letter to Lady Beaumont writes:
i
j
"Poor souli He had a struggle of many years#
j
striving, to bring Mrs. C# to a change of temper#
|
and something like communion with him in his enjoy- !
ments# He is now, I trust# effectually convinced |
that he has no power of that sort# and may# I
j
think# If he will# be reconciled to that one great
|
want# want of sympathy if he lives at home in peace
j
and quiet# Mrs# C# has many excellent properties#
i
as you observe; she is unremitting in her attention ;
as a nurse to her children# and# indeed# I believe
i
she would have made an excellent wife to many per-
j
sons# Coleridge is as little fitted for her as she
|
for him# and I am truly sorry for her#"
j
j
Dorothy's accoimt Is oven optimistic# for the planned separa- I
tion was permanent#
-
i
For some time Coleridge had promised Josiah Wodgewood !
}
some material for the Life of Thomas Wedgewood # which was being
prepared by Mackintosh# but ho had never fulfilled this prom-
j
ise# In fact he had not oven communicated with Josiah# Thomas (
ji
Poole finally prevailed upon him to at least write to Josiah# '
He said that the material for this Life was In Malta under the
|
care of Stoddart# and In his own words they v;ere among the
"effects v/hich have been most unkindly or injudl-
|
clously detained by Stoddart#" 2# i
Wodgewood was not entirely appeased, and continual delays and
j
I
I
1# Letter from Dorothy Wordsworth to Lady Beaumont
.
2# Letter to Josiah Wodgewood# June 27, 1B07# In a Croup of
Englishmen pp# 324 - 328
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slmilar ixnfulfllled promlaedj so disgusted him that he even-
|
i
tually withdrew his annual anulty of seventy-five pounds from
1
Coleridge, however the estate of his brother continued to pay
|
I
the other half of the annual annuity*
|
I
In the previous section I referred to a cooling off of the
[
j
friendship between Coleridge and Stoddart in Malta* The above
j
quotation sti*eaagthens the Inference. According to Coleridge
i
the quarrel was due to a lack of understanding* Coleridge
1
usually considered his friends lacking in understanding when
they would refuse to advance him money* Although he was con-
tinually in arrears financially, he always felt that he could
j
and would write enough to repay the money he borrowed* In jus-
j
i
,
tice to Coleridge, many of these debts were paid, but usually
j
by veiy liberal terns and in long periods of time* !
I
There is another matter frequently referred to as the break'
i
between Wordsworth and Coleridge* I do not believe such an
\
I
I
affair as popularly termed ever occurred* In 1798, while in
]
J
I
j
Germany, Coleridge did part with his best loved friend, but on
I
the friendliest terras* After this separation, there were two
facts that would lead to their having less in common* The first
,
I
was Coleridge’s decision to change from poetry to philosophy*
;
i
Wordsworth was a stable man, his life’s work was poetry, and he '
continued to write poetry long after his poetic powers had
^
I
died* Coleridge was more versatile, along with being a poet,
he was an excellent critic* He realized that his poetic powers
I
wore becoming inferior to his former ability and he coiild not
j
I
i
I
i

be satisfied with inferior work# He therefore turned to
philosophy# hoping that in this field he would do better work#*
We know# that at best# he was only a second-rate philosopher#
I
but I believe that had ho had good health# will power# and a
|
I
less chaotic state of mind# he would have had no need to ded- !
I
icate his life to > hilosophy#
i
i
The second reason for the so-called separation between the!
i
two friends was Coleridge’s opi\im nabit* Knowing of hlsj
(
slavery to the drug# he was unable to face his friends# and
especially Wordsworth whom he revered most# The sense of
j
I
failure# deep in his heart# failure in creative poetic powers#
i
il
failure In will power# made him avoid his best-loved friend#
jj
Coleridge was never harsh to Wordsworth# in his Literarla 'i
1
Biographia # he does criticize his friend’s poems# but he always
j
i
gives Wordsworth the credit and admiration <h:ie him#
i
I
’’Coleridge dare not go homo# he recoils so much from
;
the thougWk of domestication with Mrs# Coleridge# 1
v.lth whom# though on many accounts he much respects
|
her# he is so miserable that he dai’e not encounter
|
it# Vdiat a deplorable thingl I have written to
j
him to say that if he does not come down immedi- J
ately I must insist upon seeing him somewhere# If
he appoints London# I shall go# I believe if any-
thing good is to be done for him it must be done by I
me# i
.1
Wordsworth even delayed moving from Orassmere to find out
where Coleridge would live upon his return from Malta# and
thinking he would settle somewhere near Coleorton. . Words-
I
1# Knl^t’s Life 11 74

worth took a fairo-houao ther©*
I do boliovo that the former reasons for the spiritual
differences between them ar© the actual reasons# but Coleridge
rationalized somewhat when he laid the cause to Montagu who
repeated soma iinkind remarks from Coleridge to Wordsworth#
Coleridge was deeply hurt that those remarks should com© from a
third person# and such a person as Montacsu# He was even more
I
affected that Wordsworth should take them to heart# The truth
of the matter is Coleridge had been long neglectful of his
friend and Wordsworth could not understand this treatment*
Wordsworth* 3 reaction was natural# Coleridge was rationalizing
when he wrote to i oolei
"You perhaps may likewise have heard (In the \yhi3per»
ing Gallery of the World ) of the year'^ong differ-
ence between me and Wordsworth (compared with the
sufferings of which all, the former afflictions of
my life were less than flea-bite^# occasioned (in
groat part) by the wicked folly of the arch-fool
j
Montagu*
I
"A reconciliation has taken place# but the feeling
which I had previous to that moment* . .never can
return* •*Had W* said (what h© acknowledges to have
said) to you# I ^ould have thought It unkind** •But
to such** .as Montagu J Just when W* himself had fore-
warned mei 0h4 It cut me to the heart* s core*" i*
Friends and even now acquaintances wore as liberal with
j
Coleridge as they could possibly be, D© Qulncey# meeting him !
by means of a letter of introduction from Cottle# at a dinner I
party given by a Mr* Chubb, cam© away thrilled with his conver-
1* Letter to Poole# February 13, 1813
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satlon* Later he felt that Coleridge was hampered In many ways
by financial debts and sent through Cottle an anonymous gift of
three hundred pounds*
In the autumn of 1810, John Morgan, the only son of a
wealthy coal merchant in Bristol, invited Coleridge to come and
live with him and his wife at Hammersmith, a suburb of London*
The Morgans were non too intellectual but well bred and well
read people who wanted to help tJie homeless and dejected
Coleridge* In this home, Mrs* Morgan guarded well the laudanum
bottle and did all manner of things to divert his attention from
the necessity of its contents* Mr* and Mrs* Morgan were exceed^
Ingly kind, but film, and under their care, Coleridge’s health
improved rapidly* He y/rote down his political opinions which he
sent to both the Courier and the Morning Post *
He was interested in the current work of Lamb, Collier,
Hazlitc, and Crabb Robinson, and added or suggested improvements*
Crabb Robinson and Collier did much for the posteri ty of
Coleridge’s work also, for they recorded much material gathered
from ths poet’s Inibnaal conversations*
In the follovTing year hs began series of lectiires which were
considerably successful and regularly attended by the speaker*
rhe lectures were entitled. On Shakespeare and Milton in Illus -
tration of the Principles of Poetry * Collier preserved the con-
tents of lectures numbers: 1, J?, 6, 9, and 12* Others were
preserved in part by Crabb Robinson and the current newspapers
4
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of the day* Wordsworth came to scsme of the lectures and was
well pleased* Byron had heard of them and came to hear one on
January thirtieth* Along with him came Rogers#
These lectures were so successful that he planned another
series which commenced May 19, 181P* Only four of these are
preserved, and they ?/ore annotated by Robinson* The lectures
revived interest In his earlier works which grew in dfflnand*
Even Byron v/as deeply Impressed and apologized for his earlier
harsh criticism in Enf^ish Bards and Scotch Rev lowers *
I
Coleridge read to him Kubla Khan and Christobel , both of which
|
Byron praised enthusiastically. He urged Coleridge to revise
Osorio with production in view at the Drury Lane Theater*
Coleridge revised the play somewhat and retitled it. Remorse *
Lanb wrote an Introdictlon and the play v/as produced* It ran
for twenty ni^^ts* He writes of its progressive success in
•1 i
letters to Wordsworth, his wife, Southey, and Poole*
In the letter to Poole, Coleridge writes that previous to
I
the production of Remorse , Josiah Wedgewood withdrew his annual
j
gift to him of seventy-five pounds, but he tells Poole that he I
I
still has the same deep regard for Josiah and he loves him:
"as a being so beautifully balanced in mind and
heart deserves to beJ"2,
I
He tells Poole that he always admired Thomas Wedgewood but was
somewhat abai^ed by this brother’s strict moral sense, but
1* Letters of Samuel Taylor Coleridge (cd. by H* N* Coleridge)
vol 11 599-61S
2^LettQr to Thomiifl Pool
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feeling about the matters
"Tis well* too, because it has given me the
strongest Impulse, the most imperious motive
I have experienced, to prove to him that his
past munificence has not been wasted*
The Morgans moved from Hammersmith to Caine and Coleridge '!
went with them* However Caine was inconvenient when he
[
I
started another series of lectures on Shakespeare, as he held i
I
them at Bristol* Without the kind but firm influence of the '
i
Morgans, he fell into his old unpuncbial ways, and increased !
, I
his amounts of opium* The lectures failed and Coleridge
j
I
returned to Caine to begin throe essays. On Fine Arts , which
j
were published In Hartley* a Bristol Journal * When these es-
says were completed he began Blographia Literarla, considered
|
his most excellent work In prose* Later Byron urged him to i
i
write another drama, and the not-so- successful Zapolya was
|
the result* Coleridge never found a producer for Zapolya and !(
|l
naturally. It v/as never finished*
|
I
In the early part of 1816, Coleridge was forced to leave |
the Morgans who had had large financial losses* He left for
j
London where increased amounts of laudanum soon caused him to i
fall ill* His medical attendant. Dr* Adams, realized that the
;
I
only hope of recovery of his patient lay In constant medical
|
and personal care* He considered many places where Coleridge
1* Letter to Thomas Poole , February 13, 1813
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could be sent> but only one^ the home of his friend
Dr» Glllman, he felt would be Ideal* Dr. Olllman was not
enthusiastic about having a permanent guest, but permitted
Coleridge to call at his house* He was so impressed with the
patient that he welcomed him into his home permanently*
Coleridge was very happy in his new hcane and under the kind
and understanding care of Dr* and Mrs. Glllman, he remadned
for the rest of his life*
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COLERIDGE «S LAST YEARS
With the Gillman*s^ Coleridge was more at peace with life
than he had ever been before. Althouijh Dr» Qillman had not
looked upon the idoa of having anyone reside at his home
previous to Coloridge»8 visit, he v/rltes:
'’I looked with impatience for the morrow,,* I felt
indeed almost spellbound, 'vlthout the desire of
release#
Meanv.hilo he arranged for his guest. On the top floor, he
renovated a room, making J t spacious and attractive. There
would be ample rocan for Coleridge *s books, and a place to
study. The room overlooked the lovely gai^den, in which
Coleridge passed many hours. He t-would walk through the paths,
|
musing upon the flowers and having theughts as high as the
blue skies, where birds circled above and perched upon the
trees and shrubs. Frequently Mrs. Glllman would carry his
meals to the garden where surioundou by h’-iaan and floral
friends, Coleridge found many happy hours.
The Gillmans were cordial to all his friends . Poolo,
Wordsworth, and SoaUiey called to talk with their old friend.
Throu^^out the eighteen years to the end of his life, Coleridg^
entertained many and met new adbn.lrers. Southey contin>jed to
have little patience Ibh him. Even v^hon Coleridge saved his i
1. Qillman* s Life, pp 270-276
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public literary career by trying to account for Soutiiey*3
piratical publication of the manuscript by Wat Tyler, he
received little gratitude#
Before Coleridge had beon at the Olllmans very long he
felt that he needed a vacation before beginning on some nev/
material# He gave as an excuse, that he had been overworking#
The truth of the matter is that he was having trying difficul-
ties with his publishers and trouble getting his manuscript of
Zapply
a
accepted for production# There were more personal
matters v/orrylng him. One of these was the adverse financial
conditions of his friend Morgan# In all fairness to Coleridge,
his gratitude to the Morgans was unbamded. He considered that
Morgan* s worries were his ovm* For the rest of his life he
tried to help his friend financially 'whenever it was possible#
Another matter was the dangerous Illness of Miss Eliza Pricker,
his favorite sister-in-law#
Coleridge felt that absolute seclusion would be the only
remedy# Therefore in a short time he journied to Muddlford#
Here he found the seclusion he desired, but he was not without
friends* Near him, dwelled Sir Walter Scott »s friend, William
Stewart Rose, in an vinusual little home entitled Grrndimore #
Coleridge visited Rose many times while he was in Muddiford
and while there became so interested in Rose*s aeT*vant, David
Hinves, who is made im-nortal in Scott’s Waverly Hovels as
David Qellatley, that he gave Hlnvos one of his o\m books#
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Colerid£S6 was not Idle in a literary way at Muddiford, for
he wrote frequently to his Bristol friends, especially Gutch,
whom he asked about the possibility of printing the Sybiline
Leaves and Biographia Literaria« Gutch recommended Gale and
Fenner* This transference of publication was to cost Coleridge
a considerable amount of money*
He returned to the Glllmans, where Dr* Gillman did all that
was possible to improve his patient’s health and spirits*
Coleridge was allowed opium for only medical purposes and drank
only three glasses of wine daily* Mrs* Gillman was an excell-
ent household manager* Her servants were haptjy in the home and
always stayed a number of years* She realized the necessity of
plant life in the home and always placed Coleridge’s favorite
plants, geraniums, and nr'‘rtle8, in his room*
In April IBiiO, Keats, then quite ill with consumption,
met Coleridge and Green as they were walking in the paths*
Keats' impression is memorable*
‘*Last Sunday I took s walk towards Highgate, and in
the lane that winds by the side of Lord Mansfield’s
park, I met Mr* Green, our demonstrator at Guy’s,
in converaaoion with Coleridge* I joined them
after lnqu3-ring by a look whether it v/ould be agree-
able* I walked with him, at his alderman-after-
dinner pace, for near two miles, I sv.pposo* In those
two miles he broached a thous?md things* Let me see
if I can give you a list - nightingales -pootry-on
poetical sonsatlons-metaphysics-difforent genera
and species of dreams-nightmare- a dream related-
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first and second conaciousness-the difference
explained between will and volltion-so many
metaphysicians from a want of smoking the second
consciousness -monsters-the Kraken-mermalds-Southey
believes In them-Southey*s belief too much dlluted-
a ghost Story-Good morning* I heard his voice as
he came towards me-I heard it as he moved away-I
hoard It all the interval-if it may be called so.
Ho was civil enough to ask me to call on him at
Hlgh>gate. Good-night 5 "
Sara Coleridge# the poet’s only daiighter# nov; a beautiful
girl twenty years old# visited her father in 1828* Words-
worth describes her in 'ihe iriad:
"Like pensive mom
Touched by the skylark’s earliest note."
Vi/ben she v/as twenty-seven years old# Armytage made an engraving
of her from a miniature and .ineorporatetl the engraving ir
Memoir and Letters* She was still at this age beautiful and
exquisite* During the visit to her father she met Henry Nelson
Coleridge# her cousin and became engaged* However they were not
able to marry iintil September 3# 1829*
3,
By 1822 Sara had written her first book' which was pub-
lislied anonymously r-nder the direction of Southey* Coleridge
was well pleased with the book and in his Table Talk # August 4#
1
1832# ho praises It for Its "pure mother English". *
Meanwhile Coleridge was publishing his second edition of
Thu Frlond # and he gave another more successful series of lect-
ures* The lectures ere supposed to be on Shvakospeare# but
1* Keat’s Works# ed. by J* Buxton Form n# Supp* vol* 1890 p* 147
and Letters of J* K * # ed* by 3* Colvin# 1891, p. 244*
Triad # by William Wordsworth
3* Book by Sara Coleridge Is ^ iVccount of the Abysones # an
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Coleridge Included practically all of European literature. In
1822 he began his Jottings for Table Talk #
The same year lars. Coleridge came to visit her husband
during the Christmas holidays and from then on frequent letters
passed between the two houses regai’dlng hei’ husband’s health.
Lamb liad dinner vdth his friend near3.y every Sunday and
many new and old friends called upon the poet. Some of these
people were Ralph Waldo Emerson, who cane from America to meet
Coleridge, Joseph Green, the surgeon, Hookliam Frere, and young
Thomas Allsop who idealized Coleridge*
Coleridge wrote to Allsop^* about the sharpest pang of
his later life, the acknowledgment of his son Hadley’s following
in his own intemperate way of life. For in 1820 Hartley lost
the Fellowship at Oriel on the ground of intemperance. In
i
i
October, the father accompanied by Allsop went to Oxford to
interview Coplestono^ Provost of Orlel^ to see if by some means the
fellowship could be regained, but the Provost refused and in
' July, Coleridge in d espair sent Hartley to live with Basil
I
Montagu. Coleridge must have made some reconciliation with
I
Montagu after the misunderstanding wliich the latter caused
I
I
concerning the v^ordsworthian affair.
In IJarch 1924, Coleridge forsook the Gillmans and establish-
ed himself at Allsop* s house in London, but he was discovered in
ben days and the Gillmans made him come back to their home. He
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never tried to escape a^aln and remained with them for the rest
I
of Ms life* Allsop*s attachment to Coleridge was sincere. He
was a youn(]:er man, filled, with profoimd iidmlration for Ms idol.
Their relatlonsMp may be compared with that of Samuel Johnson
€uid James Boswell. If All sop had had the ability he would have
written down and published all Coleridge ever said and Incoriio-
rated it into a thorou^ and idealistic biography.
For some tiire Coleridge had been in stral^tened financial
conditions. He appealed to Allsop for a loan or annual annuity
of about two hundred pounds. The sum was to be divided among
several friends. Green had alreaay offered tMrty to forty
pounds; a young friend and pupil fifty pounds; and h© thou^t he
could rely on another for from ten to twenty pounds. The
scheme evidently did not go through. Later, he appealed to Poolcj,
but Poole thou^t such a plan or a similar one unwise. The out-
come was a supposedly regular class every Thursday evening.
Financial contributions were not set, but voluntary, and Coleridge
evidently made some money in tMs nanuer. Frecfuent attendants
were Allsop, Green ,and Irving.
The publication of Aids to Reflection brought considerable
controversy as to its north, but it did not escape the eye of
King George who appointed its author to one of the ten Royal
associatesMps of the recently chartered Royal Society of Litera-
ture. Prom tMs assoclatesMp Coleridge received annually a
hundred guineas from the King’s Privy Purse. Upon the death of
tho king, however, the annuity automatically ceased, for he had
I
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left no provision for Its continiiance In his will* Several of
Coleridge’s friends, even Sttiart, appealed to the King William’s
son, the Earl of Muster, to Intercede for the ageing poet, but
I
with little success* However, the new king did provide a set .
II
sum of three hundred pounds outright, to be given to Coleridge*
^
I
J* Hookham Frere, the constant friend and admirer, realized that
|
I
the sum was inadequate and from his own purse supplied two i
i
i
.hundred pounds a year to Coleridge* |'
l|
Lamb continued to admire and love his friend to the end and jl
frequently attended the Tliursday evening lectures* In the summer
of 1826, Coleridge visited his cottage at Islington where he met
jj
I
Thomas Hood and praised the young man’s recent publication. The
Progress of Kant *
Scott records^* a dinner with Southey at which Coleridge
i
I
spoke* The other guests, especially Morritt, were ln5>ressed with
his knowledge and thrilled by the delivery of his favorite sub-
j
I
jects*
I
In May, 1028, Wordsworth, his daughter Dora, and Coleridge
j
j
travelled throu^^ the Rhine country on a six weeks* tour* Their
!
I
fame attracted guests wherever they stopped* Among these guests
were Julian Young, and Grattan who have preserved some of the
conversations* There were also German writers who had come to
1
;
Converse with the famous Englishman* ***Niebuhr, Becker, and
Augustus Schlegel, all of whom were eager to learn from Words-
1* Scott’s Journal, April 22, 1828
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worth and Coleridge* 7h@ tv;o I'riendiS wore as congenial as in
their earlier days,
Coleridge thoroughly enjoyed his tour, but h© was growing
older and was not as atroh's aa in his youth* He therefore
auifered somewliat from tlj© effects of the tour.
On his return he went to visit Lamb at Enfield Chase where
|
he enjoyed being with his old friend* However, toward the end
j
of the visit the poet took a twelve-mile walk in tight shoes*
j
The result of this liike was that Coleridge had to spend some
time in bed, suffering. The effects of this illness brought on I
i
)
a case of gout from which he never thoroughly recovered,
j
I
He continued his Thursday night classes and a new attendant
was John Sterling who iiad read and admired many of Coleridge *s
works* He has reooi*ded only one, the first of the conversational]
lectures at Ilighgate*^*
In 1852, Coleridge’s health was failing, so much so that
he spent nearly all his tiiie confined to his room, and a greater
part of those days in bed, Wordsworth had noted his physical
decline in 1832, brut said that Ms mind was still alive and j
1
filled with youthful energy*
I
!
I
II Lamb understood that Coleridge felt there was some misundeaw
i J
j
standing between them,’ so he wrote a letter vAiich I quote in part|
I
Essays and Tales , by John Sterling
_
^ . |
I

to portray the strong bond that lasted a llfotiiaes
”Hot an unkind thought has passed in my brain con-
cerning yon. ••.if I do not hear iron you**.* I will
set out on Y/ednesday aoming to take you by the
hand. I would do it at tMs moment, but an un-
eypected visit might flurry you”.
In a postscript he adds:
”If you over thought an offence, much more wrote it,
against me, it must have been in the times of Noah,
and the great waters have swept it away,” ^
Tbomas Poolo visited him in 1334 and found him ill but
Impatient to leave his bod to walk about tho gardens and have
his guests for some political and philosophical discussions.
On the evening before his death. Green, the ever faithful
Intellectual servant and medical adviser, ?;as v/ith Coleridge and
to him Coleridge recited some of his theories of religious pliiloa(
ophy vdiich he wanted to be recorded accurately. Soon after
Colei*idge*s death. Green retired from active medical practice
and undertook to complete the poet *3 4.1a;y^ua Cpus * but the task
was impossible, for Coleridge had left only scraps of material.
Coleridge quietly passed away at six 0 * clock in the
morning of July 25, 1034, There were only a few at the funeral,
but that was because distance, sickness, and grief prevented
jfriends from being there,
I He died with hosts of friends, all of v/hora had helped him
I
I
through life, and upon iidiom, throughout his life, he 3iad always
I
depended.
1. Letter fron^Lamb, April, 1832.
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4C0MCLTJ3I0K
As one studies the life of Sarnuel Taylor Coleridge', he
realises the importance of friends in his practical living#
He TJas essentially an idealist with no ideas of a practical
nature.
Tiii'Oiighout his life, he was dependent upon them* Prom his
letters# one reads cf continual requests for financial aid# witl],
security cf some future work which would never materialize* If
Coleridge had ever v.ritten all he promised# he v/ould have filled,
more volumes than any man has written*
As a child he needed strong parental guidance and under-
standing* Instead he received favoritism and doting parental
love*
At Christ *s Hospital he again received favoritism for thor^i
the head master took a special interest in hlia# But at this
same place# Samuel met the life long friend to be# Charles
Lamb* They both needed each other's sympatliy later in life# bull
at Ciii’ist's Hospital# Lsmb was the first to notice the '’poor
frlendloss boy,"
Coleridge's first feminine interests .ere as the same as
all those who followed. The Evanses treated him as a son and
brother and their kindnesses gave him the sense of security so
vital to his needs* when these friendships terminated and
Thomas Middleton left Cambridge# Coleridge became very unstable
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It was during this period that he met Southey whose tem-
porar^y idealism coincided with Coleridge’s most ardent wishes.
Of all his friondshii, 3, the one with Southey was most unfortunate#
for it fostered no lasting advantage# but instead left Coleridge
in a disapi;olnted state of mind utterly unprofitable. The only
admirable value of the friendship was the acquaintance with Pool^ii
Southey had introduced Coleridge to Poole. Poole was the ever
encouraging# always patient# and kind friend. Ee often loaned
him money and gave him sound advice.
It is no wonder that Coleridge appreciated the friendliness
of Dorotliy and jllliam Wordsworth# for they were the mental re-
incarnation in Coleridge’s mind*
There were no friends who could replace or add to Coleridge^;
I
'
great need for them between the years of 1800 and his last years*
No new friends v/ere as kind and \mderstanding as Lamb# Poole, and,
the ordswcrths--until Coleridge met and v/ent to live with
'rhoKias Morgan* It is iinfortunate that opium separated him from
the close comraunion with these fomer friends* However such Is
the case. Coleridge felt that he was imequal to the superior
will power of his friends and he was .unable to ‘find new friends
v;lth as much understanding. However, when John Morg^m was wilXlx:^
to accept the poet# broken in health and spirit# ho did Coleridge
a great favor. Circumstances prevented his continuing to liave
the poet at his home# b\it through their mutual friend. Dr. Adams#
he •as able uo procure a suitable home for Coleridge,
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The Glllirums had all the qualities valuable in a friend
and benefactor, their h<jme was his home, their happiness, his
happiness.
At their home, Coleridge met Green and Allsop, tv/o fine
imdorstanding and self-sacrificing men whose greatest joy was
to make Coleridge at ease.
Had Coleridge lacked these friendships, he might have
lived and died a similar but even harder and lonlier life than
Oliver Goldsmith, but Coleridge was gifted with the rare art of
moi'Ling fast and devoted friends, \
In conclusion, '^brdsworth was his greatest friend, opium
his costliest enemy, procrastination his .vorst fault, and poetic
genius his greatest attribute#
,1
II

SUl'MAHY
T
The career of Samuel Taylor Coleridi;,© in the litoraiy
world is a mark of genius# His unusual contributions are pro-
ducts of a superb mental power enrlciied by the difficulties
of ijiractical livin*2#
Ho v/ao bom in a poor but cloricaiiy educated faraily and
because of his superior echolarly ability v;as prepared for the
minis try
«
At Christ’s Hospital, for tliO first time, he came in con-
tact with minds somewhat ini'erior, but interested in the sa^fie
type of literature* His friends there stood in awe of hira
but were attracted to his naturally gonial disposition* His
earliest friend was Charles Lamb; and later he became very
friendly with the bVanses* The Reverend James Boyer, head
master, was especially pioud of young Coleridge and led him
into many literary paths* Thomas Middleton, two yeax's Colerid
Coleridge’s senior, took an elder- brotherly interest in him
and inti’oducod him to the poetry of »';illiam L* Bowles*
I>irlng Coleridge’s early days at Cambridge U’^iverslty,
he losi: the Ini’luence of iuiddleton and his close contact with
the kind feuTiily of Kvana* because of this loss of security,
Coleridge left Cambridge to join the ar-my* Ho was ill-fitted
for the array life; so he returned to Cambridge, but only for
a short while* His new friends lived at Oxford where Coleridge
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bocane Intorested in the idea of Pantisocracy. Southey was the
originator of the Idea and beeane Coleridge *3 closest friend*
Through Southey Coleridge raet his future publisher Cottle, his
lifolond friend poole, and his future wife, Sarah Pricker*
Vdien Southey’s enthusiasm waned, Coleridge and his new
wife v=7ent to live in Wether-stowey where they met IX>rothy and
Vi/illiam Wordswortii. Kearby, Thomas Poole lived with his mother*
The woa*dsworths supplied the kindness and firmness of character
!
so necessary to Coleridge* I>iring the period of closest friend*
ship v/ith the .Words?/orth s , Coleridge reached his poetic heights.
Becoming restless, Coleridge accoiajjanied the ^^ordsworths
to Gemany wxiere he studied German philosophy and decided to
dedicate Ms life to philosophy and leave poetry* He returned
to England where iie moved Ms family to the Lake country to be
near Wordsworth, and settled in a tv/o-family house called
Greta Hall * There the landlord, Mr* Jackson, and his house-
keeper, Mrs# Wilson, were very kind to him#
But he becaiJie restless and decided to go to Malta v/here
he becaine public secretary to Sir Alexander Ball, governor of
the island*
He returned to England, to produce his play Osorio , five a
series of lectures primarily on Shakespeare and Milton, and to
publish subsequent editions of The Friend* Meanwhile he stayed
at tne home of the hospitable John Morgan* Morgan however, liad
many fineinclal losses and Coleridge was forced to move* His
desire for opium in large doses was so dominant that he dared
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not live alone or where there v/ould not be firmness ccnceminij
his use of the drui^. A doctor Adams z*ecommended the home of
Dr# Grlllman with whom Coleridge lived for the remainder of his
life* The friends of tills later period were many; among the
most helpful were Thomas Ail sop and Dr, Green who v/ere with him
when he died on the twenty-fifth of July in 1834*
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i
MOTE: page 20
CONTRAST: Soutney and Coleridge,
Wlien Southey and Coleridge met at Balliol all the
friends noted the contrast* Even Coleridge felt Southey was as
much his opposite as anyone he knew* They however, had two
interests In comiaon. The first was their love for poetry
»
the
second and more iinmediately attractive, was their need for some-
thing idealistic* Southey *s need was temporary, an outgrowth of
temporary thwarted self-satisfaction and conceit* Coleridge's
was innate, a part of his personality, an escape from preceding
failure*
Douthey in appearance was tnli, self-possessed, with a
shrewd face, thick black hair, lips nearly as full as Coleridge *i!
but determined in their lines. His eyes were as flashing and
I
alert as Coleridge's were dreamy. His nose was high and promi-
nent, arid was a definite and determined mdder of his face;
whereas Coleridge's nose was large, but soft, and lacking in
determined lines* Soutiiey's face showed limited ability, but
intense use of the faculties he possessed. Coleridge's portraywl
lack of will power and a general weakness.
bcuthey was at the time i^evoltlng against anything which
would curb youth; in his self-conceited v/ay he had no patience
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with anything conservative or curbing what he considered the
rights of an individual*
Their boy-hood was sirsilar, both had read intensly*
Southey was interested primarily in historical information and
biology, Coleridge in wild tales of the improbable and later In
philosophy* Both had lost their fathers when the boys were very
young.
Both men were preparing for orders of the church bi.it re-
volting inwardly against oontinulng, and they were turning to
philosophy. However Southey road and based his ideas upon
iSpicurena, while Coleridge followed Plato.
Southey *3 conception of domestic life was not so much an
escape as a definite practical aiid sensible scheme, whereas
Coleridge’s Idea was a temporary escape, Southey never wholey
drearaed; his dreams were based upon plans j he was thorough in
his ideas, and as he considered a matter, it was oonceminpj its
practical use. Coleridge, on the contrary never reached beyond
the theoretical concept, for his thinking vma drowned in imagi-
nation.
It is unfortunate ohat Southey did not realize nor compre-
hend the character of loloridge, and did not lead him into his
o.vn beliefs, espocially his ideas of the girl Coleridge should
marry
•
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NOTE: page <c5.
THE FART OP THuMAS POOLS:
Coleridge met Thomas Poole while at
Balllol. Thomas Poole was to Coleridge as Thomas Middleton had
been during his college days* Poole, himselT, was sensible and
practical, yot well educated and kind* He became intei*ested in
Coleridge and was always irrecondltely ready to give tlie ya» ng
man so7ind advice, to help him financially, and to try to help
him to be more comfortable, nhen the Coleridges left Clevedon
to live with the suburban Frlckers, Foole undorstood Coleridge
could not be contented there for he lacked intellectual assoc-
iates and audiences#
He has written of men of genius,, and he considered
OoleiidtsO a man of genius:
’'In their moments of mind, they form plans
which would be practicaliie only if those moments
were of continual duration; but in txicir
career they feel like other mortals the sad
burdens of raortali ty# # . they ought imperiously
to c<miiraand themselves to tiilnk without
genius of the common concerns of life7
If this be impossible - happy is the gonius
who has a friend, ever near of good sense #
Foole was a man of this nature, a goodfriend, and asked
the Coleridges to come to stay with him and his family at
Stowey. Later, through roole, Coleridge procured a small
cottage bordering his ov/n in ntowey.
1# Kequoted from Samuel Taylor Coleridge, by H.I*A Fans set, pl2^
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Coleridge was fortunate in having such friends as Poolo,
Wordsworth, Morgan, and the Cillmans. Poole ho’vever came to
his aid during the earlier part of Ills life and continued until
his place was taken hy the later frl nds. ^
Poole consistently, although sometimes a little impatiently
helped him out of difficulties, especially during the early and i
middle part of his life. He turned to Poole for suggestions
for a new home, for advice concerning publication and authorshipl^
and continually for imderstanding and advice.
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NOTE:' page 46.
DOMESTIC DISCORD: The Coleridges
Hugh Fans set rites:
''Ills 'carriage to Sarah. B'ricker was the outcome
of similar trivialities to those v;hich had
made him wish to be a cobbler and masquerade
as a dragoon*
Coleridge did not have the ability to be self-sufficient,
he needed something firm and solid to attach himself to, and
Miss Fricker was the typo of person In this case. His marriage
to her was an escape from reality, and as an escape, it lacked
perraanent stability. It lulled his sense of failure, but only
for a short while. She was as opposite in personality as their
mutual friend, Southey. He married her because he wanted syra-
pathy. She v/as the daugliter of an unsuccevssful merchant who
had died leaving his wife and several daughters unprovided for.
She Imew the fear of poverty and had been brought up to desire
the sensible things in life, above all tlriat marriage must bring
materialistic security* She cmne fr^-m a middle-class home atid
had little education and no training for fine arts. She could
not understand poetry, nor the poetic tempement of her husband.
Throughout tiie works of Coleridge there is deep flattery, himble
admiration for the great in others, compliments highly paid
whetiier tiriey ere deserved or not. Critics today have diagnosed
his attitude in tliat he loved the love of others, but had little
regard for the persons in each case. He v/anted love and apprec-
iation from others, but gave only verbal comx llnents and flattery
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in return# H© needed this from others^ arid Sarah Fricker was
his choice at the moment* Any woman can give untiring sympathy
for a time, hut Sarah lacked the understanding to continue indi-
finitely#
It is no wonder there was domestic discord; for Mr# and
,
Mrs, Coleridge had nothing in common intellectually, socially,
spiritually, and their personalities were as far apart as the
stars and shrubs# Not only this, but with the exception of a
rare letter and the annual annuity from the l^‘edg©woods , Coleridge
neglected his v;ife consiscontiy and continually*
i‘s.
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